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ABSTRACT

The research of this thesis relates to Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) in the context of software engineering, and in particular software engineering education. Whilst research into groupworking has tended to be directed towards CSCW, very little research has been undertaken on group working within software engineering. Linked with CSCW is groupware, which is the class of tools that supports and augments groupwork. This thesis represents an attempt to contribute to the understanding of the groupware needs of software engineers, and to identify and trial groupware that supports software engineering activities.

An infrastructure has been developed providing virtual environments, for use by both collocated and geographically distributed software engineering students, to support their groupwork. This infrastructure comprises of synchronous and asynchronous groupware, in the form of desktop video conferencing, and a shared information workspace. This shared workspace has been tailored from the groupware tool, Basic Support for Cooperative Work (BSCW).

Within this thesis, hypotheses have been formulated as to the student use of these virtual environments. These hypotheses concentrate on the areas of: organisation and coordination of tasks, the level of cooperation that occurs within the phases of the software lifecycle, the usage of the functions within a shared workspace, and what importance is placed on the role of synchronous communication within software engineering student groupwork. Through a series of case studies it was possible to determine the outcome of these hypotheses using various data collection methods. These methods include questionnaires, focus group meetings, observations, and automatic monitoring of workspace activities.

The outcomes of this thesis are that the hypotheses regarding organisation and coordination, and, the role of synchronous communication within software engineering, have been proved. Whilst the determination of the level of cooperation during the phases of the software lifecycle has not been proved, the use of functions within the shared workspace has been partly proved.
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction

As the cost of computer hardware decreases the result is the proliferation of computer systems into all aspects of life and business, so much so, that personal, corporate, national and international economies are increasingly dependent on computers and their software systems (Sommerville 1995).

Many organisation strategists believe that successful corporations of the future will be those that make the networked organisation a reality, and emphasize that collaboration and coordination activities via flexible communication systems, should be made accessible in the office, at home, and on the factory floor (Bannon 1993).

Employees across multiple sites in various worldwide locations are finding they need to communicate and interwork ever more frequently. Organisations need to assemble teams members with varying skills and experiences in geographically distributed locations. Whilst research into groupworking has tended to be directed towards Computer Support for Cooperative Work (CSCW), which has emerged over the last five years as a research discipline in its own right, very little research has been undertaken on group working within the domain of software engineering.

Linked with CSCW is groupware, which is the class of tools that supports and augments groupworking (Salim 1998), and which the design and development of, have often been focused on by software engineers.

Software development itself consists of specification, design, conceptualisation, implementation, verification and validation. It is intrinsically about team work.
Most of the time it involves the participation of software designers, programmers, reviewers and end users. These people are commonly not located at the same place, especially in large software projects involving different organisations in different countries. Therefore, support for cooperative software development has become a major concern.

This support must take the form of better tools, techniques, methods and perhaps more importantly, better education and training for software developers. Software engineers must be better trained and gain experience in cooperative work if they are to make most effective use of this support.

Computer systems intended to aid groupwork must be built to fit the needs of groups. To achieve this, a deep, fundamental understanding of how people in groups work, and interact is essential. When group support is the main purpose of a technology, it will only succeed if its developers have an adequate understanding of the application domain and of its activities which the technology is to support. Gaining such understanding, until recently, has not been taught in many Computer Science departments.

This thesis represents an attempt to contribute to the understanding of the groupware needs of software engineers and, in particular, software engineering students, and to identify the gaps in commercially available groupware technology. The requirements and the results presented within this thesis are based on case studies undertaken where the subjects are undergraduate software engineering students.

Experimental research (to be presented in the following chapters), is often dismissed because it is done with students who are plentiful in numbers, but do not possess the skills and knowledge of experienced software engineers. To undertake such research in similar numbers with experienced software engineers is almost impossible, because of the time and cooperation that would be required. However, the qualitative data provided by this research gives an insight into a
basic set of requirements needed for software engineering groupwork, and, in addition it has allowed these software engineers of the future to gain invaluable experience in using new technologies, and in understanding the concepts of cooperative work.

1.2 Criteria for success

The main objective of this research is to investigate the provision of groupware based support, specifically for software engineering students working both in collocated and distributed groups. This support takes the form of synchronous and asynchronous technologies supporting computer-based collaboration and coordination.

The criteria for success of this research are to achieve the following:

a) an investigation of the areas of CSCW and associated groupware to determine current commercially available software specific to software engineering.

b) an identification of a set of requirements for collaborative working support for software engineering students, both distributed and collocated, and a formulation of hypotheses regarding software engineering students’ use of groupware.

c) an undertaking of case studies to prove or disprove the hypotheses (listed below) using groupware, with software engineering students.

Case studies involving different groupware technologies and different student workgroups are described within this research. Assumptions have been made at the onset of this work relating to the student use of the technologies. These assumptions are presented as a number of hypotheses. The results for these hypotheses are addressed in Chapter 6.
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The hypotheses are as follows:

**Hypothesis 1**
The introduction of an asynchronous shared workspace into software engineering groupworking will aid group members in coordinating and organising their work.

**Hypothesis 2**
Students undertake more collaboration in the earlier stages of the software lifecycle.

**Hypothesis 3**
Greater use of shared workspace functionality will be made as the project progresses.

**Hypothesis 4**
Synchronous communication has an important role to play in both collocated and distributed software engineering groupwork.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter two introduces the areas of research that are relevant to the work being undertaken. These areas are software engineering and software engineering education, CSCW and groupware. This chapter first discusses the area of software engineering and its requirements for supporting groupwork and, the problems and needs of software engineers working in distributed locations. Secondly the concepts and background of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) are described. Thirdly, groupware which is seen as the technology that provides the support that cooperative work requires is described with examples. This chapter concludes with an overview of software

---

1 The basis for this hypothesis is a suggestion made by Peter Wharton of ICL at the Centre for Software Maintenance Advisory board meeting in December 1997.
engineering education, and indicates appropriate educational strategies to ensure
students of software engineering, gain the necessary skills to gain experience of
this groupware, in order to utilise it effectively.

Chapter 3 describes the background to the work groups that have been used in the
case studies. Initial pilot exercises undertaken with distributed student work
groups are detailed. It is from the initial results obtained during these exercises
that software engineering requirements have been identified. It is these results
that have enabled further studies to be undertaken, which are described, for both
distributed student projects referred to as the JTAP\(^{2}\) project, and collocated
students in the Software Engineering Group (SEG) project within the Department
of Computer Science at the University of Durham.

Chapter 4 discusses the need for network support for group working within the
SEG work. This support takes the form of the development and implementation
of a virtual environment \textit{SEGWorld}. This shared workspace was developed as a
result of the earlier JTAP work.

Chapter 5 describes the case studies undertaken. A structure for each case study is
detailed to include the design of each task, for both collocated and distributed
students using asynchronous and synchronous tools.

Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results from JTAP phase 2, and SEG case
studies. The results presented address the hypotheses described above.

Chapter 7 discusses the conclusions which can be drawn from the previous chapter
and further work that can be undertaken.

\(^{2}\) JTAP: JISC(Joint Information Systems Committee) Technology Application Program. This
work involved the University of Durham, UMIST and Keele University.
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This chapter attempts to provide a framework for the study of software engineering in the context of Computer Support for Cooperative Work (CSCW), and groupware - the technologies that enable collaborative working. Section 2.2 discusses software engineering, and the problems developers encounter in communicating and coordinating work developed in collocated and geographically distributed locations. Section 2.3 describes the background and growth of the research area of CSCW. Section 2.4 describes the background of groupware with examples of groupware and associated communication modes. The final section 2.5 discusses the area of software engineering education.

2.1 Introduction

The main thrust of this research is applying CSCW to software engineering. In doing so, groupware is seen as a subset of CSCW, and software engineering education as a subset of software engineering. Figure 2-1 shows how these four areas intersect with one another, i.e. groupware is seen as a component of CSCW even though it represents the technological side of groupworking. The central intersection of Figure 2-1 is groupware support for software engineers, and, in particular, software engineering students.

The remainder of this following chapter is divided into four sections. These sections represent the areas of research described above.
2.2 Software Engineering

"The application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software"

IEEE definition of Software Engineering

Software Engineering is an engineering discipline concerned with the practical problems of developing large software systems. It refers to the process of establishing the requirements for such systems and the designing, building, testing and maintaining of these systems. This process may involve a number of generic activities such as writing documents, brainstorming, prioritisation and reviewing. It could therefore be described as a collection of activities, many of which are common to other areas of team working.
System development is essentially a team process where developers spend a relatively large proportion of their time working with others. Estimations of this proportion of time have ranged from 50%, from an early study undertaken in 1978 by IBM (cited in (Sommerville 1992)) (Figure 2-2), with DeMarco and Lister (DeMarco and Lister 1987) seeing this figure as nearer 70% and Jones (Jones 1986) citing 85% for larger complex systems. What all these studies show is that system development is intrinsically a team activity.

**Figure 2-2: Distribution of Software Engineers time**

Much of this team interaction is spent in an effort to maintain communication and control, especially on complex systems which require the collaboration of specialists over a sustained period of time (Forte and Norman 1992). While specialists also perform independent tasks, they also need to share information with one another through interaction. This interaction accounts for a significant part of the total cost of a system. Tasks such as design, programming, debugging, testing, and inspection typically require the participation of multiple engineers. Independent tasks occur more frequently in the specification and design phases of development where the work can be decomposed into individual tasks. What is necessary during these phases is to provide support for managers to be able to coordinate these individual tasks and to assist with project management in general.
Whilst there have been considerable recent advances in Computer Support for Cooperative Work (CSCW) technologies, the advancement of tool support for collaborative software engineering has been neglected. There are prototype tools that have been developed within research environments e.g. ISM (Rodden and Sommerville 1994), Flecse (Flexible Environment for Collaborative Software Engineering) (Dewan and Riedl 1993), ICICLE (Intelligent Code Inspection Environment in a C Language Environment) (Brothers, Sembugamoorthy et al. 1990), a generic, cooperative software engineering platform (Hawryskiewicz and Gorton 1996), but as yet none of these tools are commercially available. There are groupware tools available which can be used to support various aspects of software engineering, but these tools are generic and not specially designed nor developed for this domain. Typical software engineering activities are listed below (Table 2-1), together with an indication of how they can be supported by current generic groupware tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Engineering Activity</th>
<th>Groupware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>formulate and exchange ideas</td>
<td>shared workspaces, shared whiteboard, video conferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hold meetings - formal and informal</td>
<td>shared whiteboard, video conferencing, chat tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop and edit graphical designs</td>
<td>shared drawing tools, shared workspaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop shared documents and reports</td>
<td>group document handling, shared workspaces, application sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presentations and demonstrations</td>
<td>video conferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>track work in progress</td>
<td>workflow technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2-1: Software Engineering activities aided by groupware**

To begin to develop tools for software engineering, it is necessary to first look at how teams of software engineers cooperate, and to understand their communication processes. Once this is understood, more specific software
engineering groupware tool requirements can be developed. It is these requirements that can then be used as a foundation for future software engineering CSCW tools.

2.2.1 Characteristics of Software Development

A factor associated with many of the problems faced in the development of software systems such as cost overruns, late delivery, difficult maintenance etc., is poor coordination of development activities (Harrison, Osser et al. 1990; Kraut and Streeter 1995). Software development is a complex activity because of the multiple components a software system contains, each component often built by different people and needing to be integrated, which results in coordination overheads. This problem is compounded further as the project increases in size and complexity.

To build software efficiently, developers must have a common view of the software they are constructing. They must agree upon common definitions, share information and agree their activities. For instance, they must share detailed design specifications and information about the progress of software modules and how they should be integrated with other software systems. The coordination of these activities can be very difficult as software development has several characteristics (Kraut and Streeter 1995) which make this coordination problematic, such as:

- **Scale** - the project may be large, involving millions of lines of code and therefore beyond the capability of one person to understand the system.
- **Uncertainty** - in software development, many software systems are 'one-of-a-kind' and often the specification changes throughout the life of the software development. The specification may be incomplete because of the limited knowledge of the developers in the domain area in which they are working. Sub-groups of a team may also have different ideas about what the software should do.
• *Interdependence* - poor coordination amongst subgroups involved in a system comprising of thousands of modules which have to be integrated for the system to work properly, can cause major disruption. For example, the AT&T long distance network disruption which occurred in 1989 was due to unanticipated interaction between modules.

• *Communication* - is a vital factor within development teams for the success of a project. Both formal means (e.g. written requirements specification, reviews, tracking of program errors), and informal means (e.g. unscheduled meetings) are valuable for achieving communication. In formal project meetings, different stakeholders may make or review decisions on, for example, functional requirements. A major problem with this type of meeting is that there is often a disproportionate attendance of local representatives and few domain experts or users. Informal communication may entail a software developer asking for help from someone within the same locality as a matter of convenience, rather than the person having the more appropriate competence.

Whilst individual staff understand different components of an application, the deep application-specific knowledge required to successfully build most large, complex systems is often thinly spread through software development staff (Curtis, Krasner et al. 1988). There is a need, therefore, to be able to increase the amount of domain knowledge across the entire development staff, so that they can all share and integrate this knowledge.

### 2.2.2 Distributed and collocated teams

The software engineering process involves the participation of software designers, programmers, end-users and domain experts. These people are commonly not located at the same place, especially on large software projects. Groups no longer need to meet in the same location; new technologies are allowing us to relax the constraint of collocation. Modern communications make available an interesting array of options such as teleconferencing, video conferencing and synchronous
interactions over computer networks. These options are not designed to replace the rich face-to-face interaction which is a central component of cooperative work (Tang and Isaacs 1993). But face-to-face interactions is expensive and at time, logistically impossible, and these options provide a viable alternative in many instances.

Distribution is often an unavoidable consequence of organisational factors e.g. technical resources may only be available at specific locations, skilled workers are distributed across sites etc. There are both advantages and disadvantages to distributed work. It can be advantageous for the development team to be separate from the testing team so that testing is not influenced by the development team. In addition to this, because distribution can make it difficult for relationships to be built up over distributed sites, it becomes necessary for processes and interactions to be rigidly formalised and documented. By the same token, the lack of regular face-to-face meetings and therefore the lack of good working relationships can be problematic to a project.

Introducing software development onto the Internet is steadily growing because of the potential advantages it offers. By getting teams of people together who are situated at different locations as well as collocated, it is possible to have specialist centres, i.e. one site concentrates on design, another development and a third on maintenance. Opportunities such as this can be obtained if group work can be fostered across distance and group support tools are available.

Currently there are no specific groupware products commercially available for software engineers. Technology does provide many tools i.e. CASE tools, for software engineering, but these are mainly designed for the single user. Vessey and Sravanapudi (Vessey and Sravanapudi 1995) carried out initial investigations into the desired features of a collaborative support CASE tool. They looked at four commercially available CASE tools and in general, found that the strongest support that these tools offered, was for information sharing.
A relatively simple approach to group support is to provide a virtual group environment that supports face-to-face interaction, and in particular groupware tools such as desktop video-conferencing, and shared information spaces such as Lotus Notes™ and BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) (GMD-FIT). It is the use of such groupware tools that have the potential to support groupworking.

The purpose of the next two sections is to introduce the research field of CSCW and review the major classes of groupware.

2.3 Computer Supported Cooperative Work

2.3.1 Background

Technological developments of the 1980s have resulted in the personal computer bringing computer power onto the desk and into the hands of a variety of end users (Plattner 1994). This wide-scale introduction of personal computing was followed closely by the trend to network these systems together, allowing users access to a variety of services. Developments in telecommunications infrastructure, such as Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) and the Internet (TCP/IP) has made access to these services widely available.

Running along a parallel but separate path, investigations of how individuals and groups functioned in computer mediated working environments were being undertaken by a variety of disciplines. This, together with the technological advances, resulted in a new research area centered around the use of computers to support human communication - especially group communication. This research area is Computer Support for Cooperative Work (CSCW).

---

3 Lotus Development Corporation: http://www.lotus.com/home.nsf
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The concept of computerised support for cooperative work was pioneered by Douglas Englebart in 1968 with the development of an experimental meeting environment known as On-line System or NSL (Englebart and H. Lehtman 1988), which allowed office workers to communicate either by exchanging documents or by interaction in real time through a shared window. This system underwent additional development and was made commercially available under the name Augment. The actual term Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) can be traced back to 1984 when Irene Greif and Paul Cashman used it as a shorthand way of referring to a set of concerns about supporting people working together with computer systems.

Since the mid-80s, the area of CSCW has been investigated more intensively, and CSCW has emerged as an identifiable research area. The research focuses on how people work together in groups, and on how computer and related technologies have impacts on group behaviors (Bannon 1993). Since this time, conferences both in the USA (CSCW 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1996) and Europe (ECSCW 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995, 1997) have attracted an ever-increasing number of delegates from many disciplines with differing perspectives.

There have been various attempts to form a definition of CSCW but no universally accepted definition has been accepted (Kling 1991; Wilson 1994). This is due to the diverse range of disciplines involved, and hence the differing perspectives. For instance, the sociologists and psychologists carry out research into groups and their dynamics, whereas the computer scientists have interests in distributed multimedia applications and networks.

Bannon (Bannon and Schmidt 1991) perceives CSCW as "an endeavor to understand the nature and characteristics of cooperative work with the objective of designing adequate computer-based technologies". Grudin (Grudin 1991) on the other hand, defines CSCW by the specification of features such as group size, composition, organisation, time course and physical location. These statements show there is no agreement on a common definition, but both highlight the
problem of having to consider not just the technology, but the whole socio-
technology system. Conversely most authors agree on the following principles
(Williams, Blair et al. 1994):

1. work is a cooperative activity, generally involving groups of people
   interacting to achieve common goals, and
2. the designers of supporting computer systems must address this
   cooperative nature of work.

Checkland (Checkland 1997) believes that it is unfortunate that CSCW even
begins with the word - Computer - as the initial focus should be on the group
activity not the technology. In Checkland's opinion it would have been more
appropriate to call this area of research “Cooperative Work Aided by Computers”:
CWAC.

The term CSCW is therefore a misnomer. It implies a more limited field of study
than the diverse range of disciplines which are involved. Contributions come
from Sociologists, Anthropologists, Psychologists, Computer Scientists, Human
Factor Specialists and many more (Wilson 1994). CSCW can be seen as a variety
of disciplines coming together, all with some overlapping interests concerning
people, computers and cooperation. Howard (Howard 1988) sees these
communities as either the “strict constructionists”, whose focus is on developing
computers systems - the tool builders, and the “loose constructionists”, who are
the heterogeneous group of people who see the area of CSCW as an opportunity
for them to prescribe how these groupware systems should be designed.

Therefore CSCW can be seen as involving a paradigm shift wherein, the emphasis
within the design of people-technology systems must be on understanding the
social organisation of work, how an individual communicates and works, and
similarly the way group dynamics affect the way people collaborate. The
implications of this paradigm shift need to be reflected into the design of the
technologies such as email, video conferencing, databases, and shared information space facilities to support cooperative work.

In this research, CSCW is viewed as the study of people working together using computer technology. Typical topics of study include the use of shared workspaces, monitors providing awareness of the activities of other users, email, videoconferencing, chat systems, and real-time shared applications such as, collaborative writing or drawing systems.

CSCW is often divided into the domains of synchronous (or real-time) work, which considers people who are working together at the same time (such as with videoconferencing), and asynchronous work, which considers people coordinating their efforts across longer periods of time (such as with shared workspaces and email). A useful classification of CSCW is given by considering the location of the cooperative work in terms of time and place (Table 2-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Same Place</th>
<th>Different Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same Time</td>
<td>face-to-face and synchronous</td>
<td>synchronous:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Time</td>
<td>asynchronous:</td>
<td>asynchronous:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2: Time and Space Taxonomy

The research described here is concerned with supporting software engineers who carry out both synchronous and asynchronous work.

2.3.2 Terminology disparity

The distinction between terms such as computer supported teams (Johansen 1989), cooperative work, collaborative work, collective work and group work, are not well established in the CSCW community. With work having many varied facets, it is no surprise that many synonymous terms abound. Howard (Howard 1987)
states that “collaborative work”, with its literal meaning being “to work together, especially in some literary, artistic or scientific undertaking” is too specific, but “cooperative work” is too general because “all human activity is in some sense cooperative”. Bannon (Bannon and Schmidt 1991) believes that all these terms have different connotations and designate different types of cooperative work and that we should not abstain from using any of them.

The term “cooperative work” will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis as it is particularly appropriate to the work that has been undertaken. In the domain of software engineering some work is carried out by individuals. The divergent nature of this work, i.e. the software engineers will cooperate when producing their different sections of a document and then collaborate when they bring these together to form the complete deliverable. This is shown in Figure 2-3

Figure 2-3 is a good representation of the type of work that has been undertaken within the case studies presented in this research.

2.3.3 Growth of CSCW

Rapid developments in technology have resulted in the isolated PC in a working environment becoming less common due to the increased availability and use of
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local area networks (LAN). LANs have in general allowed greater connectivity both locally and globally. Many software systems only supported the interaction between a user and the system, i.e. preparing a document, querying a database or in the use of a spreadsheet. Whilst spreadsheets are traditionally seen as a single user system, Nardi and Miller (Nardi and Miller 1990) argue that end user use of spreadsheets is in fact, often a cooperative activity because the users construct their spreadsheets often enlisting the help of other more knowledgeable and experienced co-workers. Therefore, Nardi and Miller see the use of the spreadsheet as a possible medium of group communication.

CSCW has also grown because of the changes in the field of information systems practice, and in peoples’ expectations of the technology itself. There has been a shift in emphasis from ‘automating’ the office to ‘supporting’ workers with computer systems rather than replacing them (Bannon and Schmidt 1991). Human and social factors show that people want more flexibility, with access to information to be anytime, anywhere, for them to work more effectively. The main problem has been the incompatibility between computer systems and the inability for many of the applications in use to support multiple users effectively. As more and more work is carried out using computer systems, the gaps and inability’s of these systems to support groupwork are becoming more apparent.

The consequence of this, is that the area of CSCW is seen as a potentially huge new market by both software developers and network providers, who have become interested in the connectivity and high bandwidth demands of CSCW applications. These applications are known as groupware.

2.4 Groupware

The term ‘groupware’ was coined in 1978 by Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz (Lloyd 1994). They defined groupware as “a whole system of intentional group processes plus software to support them” but more recently, they have shown that
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groupware is a computer-mediated culture. This ties in more closely with Ellis's view (Ellis, Gibbs et al. 1991) where he defines groupware as "computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment".

2.4.1 Background

Computer systems and software tools have penetrated most areas of traditional work practice. Widespread availability of personal computers has contributed to this situation. However, most of these systems have been considered in isolation, both from other tools and from other people, or groups using similar tools (Rodden 1993). The availability of networking technology and the need for cooperative activities of projects, has led to the development of systems that aim to support groups.

Groupware has been around since the 1970s but was not widely used simply because of the lack of network infrastructure. It was not until the late 1980s that groupware became more widespread. Text processing programs which were widely used as single user applications became the first target application for groupware. This groupware provided benefits such as allowing multiple users jointly to edit, annotate and revise shared documents thereby increasing the efficiency and quality of group writing (Galegher and Kraut 1990; Ellis, Gibbs et al. 1991; Olson, Olson et al. 1993; Sasse, Handley et al. 1993).

Groupware lies on a network infrastructure and is part of the networked applications environment (Figure 2-4).
2.4.2 Classification of groupware

Groupware is a broad term for a group of related software technologies. There have been several classification schemes outlined with the best known classification by Johansen (Johansen 1989), which focuses on the time and place taxonomy of interaction (Table 2-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Same Time</th>
<th>Different Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same Place</td>
<td>Different Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flip charts,</td>
<td>IRC(^4), MUD's(^5), shared editors, DVC(^6), POTS(^7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>documents,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio/visual aids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email, shared work</td>
<td>email, mail, fax, shared workspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spaces, post-it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-3: Groupware: Time and place interaction

Below is an overview of a selection of groupware tools which have been developed to support group working (Coleman 1995):

\(^4\) Internet Relay Chat  
\(^5\) Multi User Dungeon  
\(^6\) Desktop Video Conferencing  
\(^7\) Plain Old Telephone System
1. **Email** - the most widely used mode of interaction.

2. **Conferencing tools** - include newsgroups, forums and discussion databases. They allow users to carry on a conversation over time or post information that other users can access.

3. **Chat, Shared Whiteboards and Video Conferencing** - commercial packages such as Whitepine CUSeeMe offer synchronous chat. Shared whiteboards allow users to view and edit documents/diagrams simultaneously. Video conferencing allows two or more remote participants to communicate through sound, video, chat and shared whiteboard from the desktop PC.

4. **Collaborative writing tools** - allow people to work together to create and edit documents. The users are provided with a shared screen and document management system.

5. **Shared drawing tools** - allow users to simultaneously draw on a shared WISIWYS (what I see is what you see) drawing pad.

6. **Shared workspaces** - allow the storage and retrieval of documents and other shared information for groups.

7. **Group calendaring and scheduling tools** - support group and resource scheduling through the use of electronic schedulers connected to individual diaries. These tools can be used to organise meetings and place details in members diaries.

8. **Workflow** - provides automation of procedures where documents, task etc., are passed between different people. In addition, these tools provide information necessary for the people to undertake these tasks, notifying users about who has the document, its current status and any over runs in its production plan.

These groupware applications can be divided into two modes of communication. Firstly, there are a number of applications which support synchronous (real-time) interaction between groups of users. Secondly, there are those applications intended to support asynchronous exchange of information between users.
The following section describes the modes of communication that have been used within this research.

2.4.2.1 Communication Modes

The communication modes are as follows:

- synchronous
- asynchronous

2.4.2.1.1 Synchronous

Synchronous interaction requires the presence of all cooperating users. There are many examples of synchronous systems, e.g. shared document editors, shared whiteboards, video conferencing. Advancements in computer technology are making desktop video conferencing (DVC) a viable communication medium over data networks: TCP/IP and ISDN. DVC combines personal computing with audio, video, and communication technologies to provide real-time interaction from a typical personal computer. It is this interaction that facilitates communication amongst the members of geographically distributed groups.

There are two major types of communication channels available to transmit this data: circuit- and packet-switched (Rettinger 1995). Circuit-switched channels, such as ISDN, offer dedicated bandwidth and predictable timing of data delivery, but they do not easily support multipoint communication, which is required for the type of collaborative working that is illustrated in the following chapters. Packet-switched channels, either local (LAN) or wide area (Internet), more easily support multipoint communication, but they do not provide predictable timing of data delivery. DVC systems have requirements for both timely and reliable data delivery. For example, audio and video data require timely delivery while other types of data, such as whiteboard data, require only reliable delivery.

---

8 DVC should not be confused with studio based video conferencing.
Real-time audio and video over the high speed academic network SuperJANET in the UK is a low-bandwidth alternative to the more expensive forms of communication (i.e. ISDN). The use of an ISDN line assures high quality audio and video transmission using DVC, and through the use of connecting to a central site, allows multiple users to conference simultaneously.

2.4.2.1.2 Asynchronous - Shared Information Space

In any cooperative work situation, there is a need for some form of communication or information sharing (Bannon and Bodker 1997). A shared information space can come in various forms depending on the work environment e.g. collocated or distributed work groups. All of these forms provide a shared repository for the sharing and editing of files as well as allowing threaded discussion forums: an essential element in any collaboration. Using shared information spaces usually incurs overheads especially if the group is distributed.

There is a need to construct and manage the information in such a way that the grouping of the information is meaningful and understandable by the group members. This is relatively easy if the group are collocated, as they have the same work setting and exposure to the same work, without the need for extended descriptions of the work.

Examples of tools that can be used to develop shared information spaces are BSCW (used extensively in this research) and Lotus Notes™. These are described in more detail below.

2.4.2.1.2.1 Basic Support for Cooperative Work (BSCW)

BSCW is an asynchronous shared workspace system and has been used extensively in the case studies within the following chapters. BSCW was conceived as a means of supporting the work of widely dispersed work-groups. It is a document storage and retrieval system extended with features to support collaborative information sharing (GMD-FIT ).
The BSCW system consists of a server which maintains an index of all the workspaces it manages. These workspaces are accessible from different platforms using standard WWW clients. Users access the BSCW system using a standard user-name and password and the server responds with a list of the workspaces the user can enter. Each workspace contains a number of shared information objects (each labeled with icons indicating the objects development application). Workspace members can perform actions to retrieve, modify and request more details on these objects. These objects can be documents, links to WWW pages, folders, groups and members. A notification service keep users aware of each others activities.

2.4.2.1.2.2 Lotus Notes

Lotus Notes™ is a group information manager that allows teams to be more effective by allowing them to access, track, share and organise information even if they are only occasionally connected to a network. Lotus has been developing an academic application called LearningSpace which uses the functionality of Notes to manage educational courses. Also the latest release of the Lotus Notes™ server, Domino, allows access via the Internet using a web browser instead of a traditional Notes client, thereby solving the problem of users accessing the server from different machines.

Notes' replication process synchronises database replications over time. It does not provide instant information exchange between geographically distributed sites that depend on separate Notes servers.

Team activities follow established patterns or procedures and therefore there is a need to keep track of these procedures.
2.4.3 Benefits of Groupware

Groupware is an umbrella term for the technologies that support person-to-person collaboration. It can be anything from email to electronic meeting systems to workflow.

The computing infrastructure of organisations is moving from mainframes to distributed computer services based on PC-LANs, rather than centralised computer services provided by mainframes. This is a prerequisite, and incentive for the adoption of groupware. Groupware is basically used, to do the same kinds of things that are already being carried out in offices, but in a better way (Coleman 1995). It provides support for collaboration between people and as such potentially offers many benefits. These benefits include the following:

- improving the quality of access to shared information: groupware can serve as a shared space where collaborators can represent and manipulate their ideas and it can act as a vehicle for co-creation and innovation (Schrage 1996).
- reducing the need for face-to-face meetings: groupware allows for two or more people from remote locations to hold a conversation or meeting with each other through a combination of audio, video, chat and shared whiteboard.
- improving the speed and accuracy of group decision making using teleconferencing, videoconferencing.
- providing better group management: planning and scheduling of group activities, in tracking progress and coordinating the activity of individual members through shared information spaces.
- improving workflow management: workflow tools allow for the automation of the procedure involving documents or tasks being passed amongst group members, and providing each member with information about their input.
2.4.4 Problems of Groupware

Groupware development can be defined as development of IT applications that support groups, this type of definition implies a technical area that is solving the technical problems of providing multi user facilities. But groupware is not just the technology, and failure of groupware can be attributed to a purely technological focus during development with insufficient attention being paid to the specific needs, and requirements, of cooperative work; in other words how it will impact on the way people work.

To understand the workplace, it is not sufficient to refer to an organisations policy and standard practice documentation. The dominant research methodology used to study workplaces within CSCW is ethnography. Studies of group behavior show that inconsistencies, irregularities and unpredictability are widespread (Heath and Luff 1991). Routine practice within an organisation must be observed to gain a clear picture of how a sequence of events actually occurs. Therefore, Ethnographers have focused their attention on existing working practices, and their studies help to build an understanding of group dynamics and the flexibility required, to support existing work, into the computer support systems.

Failure of groupware can be traced to designers naïve assumptions about how and who would be using the technology (Bowers, Button et al. 1995) (Ellis, Gibbs et al. 1991). Every workplace setting is unique, and this is reflected in the interpretations of formal and informal work practices in various studies (Plowman, Rogers et al. 1995). Lack of recognition of the changes needed for employees to adopt these working practices, so that the groupware works as it was intended, is another key factor of failure. Groupware that forces people to abandon familiar tools and methods of working is likely to meet with strong resistance (Grudin 1991).

Many groupware developers have simply hoped to emulate the success of single user software such as word processors or spreadsheets, but “a group of people is
not a scaled individual” (Schrage 1996). Often with groupware applications, the effect of the tools on the group is not easy to predict. For example, in the Information Lens system (Mackay, Malone et al. 1989), which manages users email, users exploited a feature in the prototype in a novel and unforeseen way. This exploitation, which was not anticipated, was subsequently supported in the next version.

The well documented groupware failure described in Grudin (Grudin 1988), is the lack of uptake of automatic meeting scheduling systems. To gain collective benefits of any groupware, it has to be accepted by the majority as a common tool; in this particular case, it was not. Online calendar use and group scheduling systems have now become more widely used because they have been integrated with email, have intuitive interfaces and popular individual user features e.g. reminder mechanisms (Grudin 1996).

Most early groupware research and groupware development was done for the business community, and, as such, it was not aimed at or widely adopted by the academic community. This was due to the cost and the client licensing basis of the technology (Young 1998). However, there is an increasing need for universities to embrace this technology in order to give students vital experience, and to compete in the increasingly competitive academic market.

Coleman and Khanna (Coleman and Khanna 1995) suggest that the biggest challenge facing the groupware market is “education”. Whereas Coleman is concerned with educating business people about the need to collaborate, the thrust of this research takes one step back and focuses on the education of the potential groupware developers of the future - the software engineering students.
2.5 Software Engineering Education

As technology rapidly evolves, software engineers must deal with new methods, tools, platforms, user expectations and software markets. This changing environment highlights the need for software engineering education that not only teaches current technologies, but also trains engineers to adapt quickly to new technological advancements (Garlan, Glutch et al. 1997).

Gibb (Gibb 1989) defines education as a long term activity designed to build a foundation of knowledge and reasoning abilities; and training, as a short term activity but with specific goals. What educators need to do is to give a good foundation so that the advancements in the technologies can be used effectively after a short training period. Brooks (Brooks 1986) stresses the need to teach students to think like software engineers rather than train them in many different languages, methodologies and tools. He emphasises that it is important for these students to be exposed to some languages, methodologies and tools, but in such a way as to “shape ways of thinking”, and to provide experience at using such tools to develop and facilitate the implementation of new tools in the field. Thus, students need to be able to understand concepts and how to apply them to real problems. To use their knowledge in different contexts, they need to be exposed to more than one technology.

Software engineers need to be adaptable, and to be able to deal with constantly changing technologies; therefore, these students need to be able to assimilate technology quickly and effectively. It is important for students to understand the use and value of tools within a software engineering project and software engineering processes (McCracken 1997).

In addition to technical skills and knowledge of software engineering concepts there is a great need for these students to be taught communication skills.
Prospective employers of software engineering graduates emphasise that a critical requirement of these students is the ability to communicate. There is, therefore, a strong emphasis on the need for software engineering students to have team skills and negotiation skills in addition to being able to communicate on different levels and within different disciplines. These graduates must be able to understand both the technological and sociological factors associated in developing software that is to be successfully integrated into organisations for group use.

The remainder of this research looks at the introduction of software engineering students to new technologies and tools. These tools are to support and supplement their existing group work within both distributed and collocated environments. The exposing of the software engineering students to these technologies is an attempt to, as Brooks suggests, “shape ways of thinking” certainly about how they have to work together, and also about the social factors that need to be understood when designing and implementing software to support groups.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has shown and, in particular, reviewed the benefits and problems encountered within CSCW and groupware. What has been shown is the need to understand that the success of the ‘field’ of CSCW does not simply depend on the success of the groupware systems produced, but is concerned with how people use tools and perform their tasks, and, therefore, the design and implementation of these systems must take this into account. This understanding needs to be brought into the education of software engineers.

This research is not concerned with the design or implementation of groupware, but in determining existing groupware appropriateness to software engineering and in particular software engineering student group working.

The following chapters provide more details of the case studies undertaken with
students, both collocated and distributed, using asynchronous and synchronous technologies.
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Background to the Work Groups

This chapter describes the background to the work groups upon which the remainder of this thesis is based. Section 3.2 outlines the objectives of the JTAP project with sub-sections 3.2.1 Phase 1, and 3.2.2 Phase 2 describing the short term distributed software engineering student tasks, and distributed final year projects respectively. In section 3.3 Software Engineering Group (SEG) work based locally at Durham is described. In section 3.5 the results of JTAP Phase 1 are used to refine a set of requirements for software engineering group working activities. Section 3.4 briefly summarises each student workgroup.

3.1 Introduction

Software Engineering group projects have been widely adopted in many undergraduate and postgraduate Computer Science courses (Horning and Wortman 1977), (Robillard 1996), (Drummond, Boldyreff et al. 1997). As well as reinforcing theoretical concepts, they provide students with experience of the type of team work found in industry. Over the next 20 years, software will increasingly be developed by geographically distributed teams; therefore, introducing new aspects of cooperative working into software engineering practice. It is important that students gain experience of this mode of working.

Whilst it is important to select the most appropriate technology to best support groupwork, the success of distributed and collocated software engineering projects
also rely heavily on understanding and addressing a number of non-technical issues, primarily these are group and work organisation.

The specific focus of research over the past two years within the JISC/JTAP Project - "Developing a Virtual Community for Student Groupwork" (JTAP 1996-98), has been on collaborative student groupwork in software engineering. This research has focused on both organisational issues as well as the technology that is available to support groupwork.

The following sections describe the work undertaken within the JTAP project, this is then followed by a description of the software engineering group (SEG) work carried out at Durham.

### 3.2 JTAP Project

In the period 1996 to 1998, the Computer Science Department at Durham has been participating in a project with the Department of Computation at UMIST and the department of Computer Science at Keele University on "Developing a Virtual Community for Student Groupwork". The primary objectives of this JTAP project were (Bennett, Munro et al. 1996):

- to give students experience of working collaboratively in geographically distributed teams, using modern group working technologies such as video conferencing (video, audio, shared whiteboard, chat tool).
- to develop staff experience of operating this type of distributed project and to produce deliverables which will enable such projects to be successfully implemented in other institutions with maximum benefit at minimum risk or cost.

---

*Work described in this thesis relating to JTAP has been undertaken as a joint venture of the three universities involved, and specifically by the Research Associates (RA's) assigned to this project. One of the RA's is the author of this thesis.*
• to assess rigorously the results of the project so that others have confidence in the validity and repeatability of the results.
• to provide requirements for future development of CSCW tools

The project's goal has been to make a significant contribution to realising the potential of collaborative technology within higher education with same-time/different place taxonomy (see Table 2-2), as well as exploring the role of asynchronous communication mechanisms such as email and shared document storage i.e. BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) and Lotus Notes™.

The JTAP project has been focused on the needs of distributed software engineering and computer science students undertaking groupwork. The project initially undertook short investigative pilot studies and as a result of these, further prolonged case studies were made. These studies were undertaken using distributed groups formed with final year students from the three universities. The main distributed group projects were carried out as part of these students' final year projects.

Both synchronous and asynchronous communication were required to support the group working. For the distributed JTAP students, synchronous interaction in the form of DVC was necessary. For both JTAP and SEG (see section 3.3) students, there was also the need to provide a common asynchronous repository - a shared workspace.

Whilst these technologies were required, in the main, by the student work groups, this technology was also required for the staff who were organising and running the projects; therefore, evaluation of suitable commercially available technologies had to be considered from both students and staff perspectives. To do this, initial evaluation pilot exercises were undertaken to determine the feasibility of distributed students undertaking simple software engineering tasks using DVC. In addition to these exercises, the JTAP project officers also used the shared workspace BSCW, as a central repository for all project deliverables.
The following section describes the pilot exercises and discusses results obtained.

3.2.1 JTAP Phase 1: Pilot exercises to evaluate the usability of adopted groupware technology

The definition of usability used in this work is as follows:

"Usability is the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction to which specified users can achieve specified goals in particular environments".

ISO CD 9241-11.3, version 8.8, May 1993

During the adoption phase in the JTAP project, different controlled exercises were carried out to evaluate DVC usability with respect to various software engineering tasks. Typical software engineering activities undertaken, many of which are common to team working, e.g. exchange of ideas, work allocation, develop and edit graphical designs, develop shared documents etc., can be supported by groupware, although no one technology alone may support all tasks. Studies undertaken by Whittaker and Geelhoed (Whittaker, Geelhoed et al. 1993) identified sets of general workspace tasks i.e. textual, graphical, for which particular technologies were most or least effective although they did not focus on tasks specific to a particular area of work and their concept of a workspace was limited to an electronic whiteboard.

The findings from our pilot exercises were used in refining a set of requirements for the subsequent and prolonged group working activities.

3.2.1.1 Objectives of Pilot Exercises

The objectives of these pilot studies which were essentially exploratory in nature, were to establish the usability of the distributed group working environment. The
studies involved determining the feasibility of typical software engineering tasks being carried out collaboratively using synchronous modes of communication, and to give students limited, low-risk experience of distributed collaborative working.

### 3.2.1.2 Pilot Exercises

In the pilot exercises, various software engineering tasks were identified. The students were required to carry out these tasks in a networked computer environment using a variety of groupware support tools and technologies. The pilot exercises related to the software engineering activities of:

- discussion and negotiation
- diagramming
- review and evaluation

These tasks was carried out using synchronous communication only i.e. audio, video, chat and shared whiteboard (Table 3-1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>allows the participants to see each other simultaneously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>for questions, comments, discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Chat</td>
<td>allows all participants to type messages and see the messages of others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteboard</td>
<td>on screen workspace and is similar to the whiteboard found in a conference room. Images can be loaded e.g. presentations or drawings from other applications which can subsequently be annotated by all conference participants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Features of DVC

### 3.2.1.3 Subjects

These pilot exercises involved four groups of three, third year Computer Science students from each university taking part.
3.2.1.4 Environment

At each site, a small collaborative working laboratory was set up. These laboratories each consisted of three multimedia PCs with the Connectix QuickCam camera and either headsets or standalone microphones. Each site had the same configuration for both hardware and software.

3.2.1.5 Modes of Communication

Synchronous modes of communication i.e. DVC were used which included: shared whiteboard, chat tool, video and audio. To support the groups’ requirements, multipoint conferencing is necessary therefore, a local reflector at Durham as well as a JTAP project reflector at UMIST were used. A reflector is a UNIX or NT based application with the ability to hold multiple independent conference simultaneously. It accepts multiple client connections and reflects the video, audio, and additional data to all participants concurrently.

3.2.1.6 Evaluation techniques

Questionnaires were used to assess the usability of the groupware tools with respect to the specific tasks of requirements analysis, preliminary design and, requirements assessment carried out during the pilot exercises. Three questionnaires were designed. The first taking the personal details of the user, the second, an anonymous questionnaire, to find out the level of computing experience and group working background for each user. These two questionnaires were completed by each user before the task was started. The final questionnaire was a more comprehensive evaluation of the usability of the tools used during the tasks.

The analysis process was based in the main, on the completion of these questionnaires. Whilst questionnaires are a low cost, low disturbance mechanism for data capture, this data alone can not always be trusted to produce meaningful results when used in isolation (Jorgensen 1995). The completion of
questionnaires can, in some cases, have low priority with the respondents. Answers can therefore be based on best guesses and relying on the memory and objectivity of the respondents. This best guess can manifest itself in the scale given for answering i.e. 1,2,3,4,5 where 1 is poor and 5 is very good. Many users often choose the neutral ground e.g. 3. In addition, ambiguity can occur when respondents have different understanding of terms presented. Therefore, to help achieve a higher quality of results, observation-based approaches and post focus group meetings have been used to augment this process.

3.2.1.7 Pilot Exercise Results

All tasks were completed with some degree of success by all groups although it was necessary to modify the group constituents on two occasions (a student failed to turn up, and the equipment at Durham failed). A brief summary of questionnaire responses are outline below (Brereton, Lees et al. 1998):

- Most students enjoyed using the tools and were successful in their use.
- Audio quality was not high although in many cases it was quite useable.
- The shared whiteboard was universally popular although many participants pointed out its limitations and opportunities for improvement.
- The Chat facility was generally considered useful and enjoyable to use but was somewhat overused by those participants who failed to communicate successfully using audio.
- The video did not rate as very useful other than putting “a face to a name” because of the low refresh rate. It did however, provide limited cues as to what other members were doing i.e. typing, talking, reading.
3.2.1.8 Problems encountered

From observations, questionnaire responses and task products, it was clear that many participants would have benefited from more training. This lack of training manifested itself mainly in the lack of confidence found in the majority of students when using the technology. In particular problems with audio resulted in the students immediately refusing to use it, or, being very hesitant because they were never sure if the others in the group could hear them. The pilot exercises were designed to allow for 20 minutes familiarisation with the technology followed by a 20 minute period of "ice breaking", but these 40 minutes was generally spent by the students familiarising themselves with the technology only.

There was clearly considerable scope for improvement in the products used; for example, an unexpected problem was that the students expected telephone quality audio and were therefore disappointed. Rather than persisting with its use (and making adjustments to settings, microphone position, etc.) the students quickly reverted to using the Chat facilities (which they were generally quite proficient with). This problem relates back to the lack of training. Those students who undertook more than one exercise were more effective and enthusiastic users of audio the second time around. The video was not considered very useful, but it did give some valuable cues. The video window is relatively small, therefore, head and shoulders can be seen, but nothing of the background environment which is visible in a face to face meeting. The frame refresh rate was at times slow and "blocky"; therefore, the quality of the image was poor.

The lack of any formal protocols, e.g. which reflector to connect to, who creates a new workbook on the whiteboard, who should begin talking, drawing etc., resulted on many occasions of no productive work. Each student waited for the others to begin working. On occasions, a student would take control and this eased the problem, but this assumption of control was dependent on the student's personality.
3.2.2 JTAP Phase 2: Sub-projects

The second stage of the JTAP project looked at tasks running for longer periods using the infrastructure already in place at each site from the earlier pilot exercises. Three collaborative sub-projects were drawn up that would be the focus of third year final projects in CSCW.

These students were divided into six groups of three students who worked collaboratively on the sub-project. The sub-project's focus was to experience and evaluate CSCW technologies. Each site supervised two groups undertaking their sub-project. This was consistent with the main objectives of the JTAP project proposal, and this phase followed on from the self contained phase 1 tasks. This work is described in more detail in Chapter 5, with results presented and discussed in chapter 6.

The results from the first year of the JTAP project - Phase 1 pilot exercises (Layzell, Macaulay et al. 1997) were the basis for the local adoption and diffusion of both synchronous and asynchronous technology within Durham’s Computer Science department's Software Engineering Groups (SEG) project work.

3.3 Software Engineering Group (SEG)

Software engineering group projects have run successfully since 1984 within the Department of Computer Science at the University of Durham (Drummond, Boldyreff et al. 1997). This type of project presents the first opportunity for the student to work as part of a group, to divide up work among several team members and make technical decisions as a group - a not uncommon real-life parallel. The deliverables, which take the form of reports associated with various phases of the SEG project are prepared as electronic documents, and since 1996, these have been written in HTML and submitted via the World-Wide Web (WWW). The SEG project lifecycle follows the classic waterfall lifecycle model with some modifications (Figure 3-1).
Use of the WWW offers major advantages such as providing a visible and easily accessible record to the groups work and also allowing the group to explicitly link their earlier work to their later development and testing work.

The project itself is well structured into phases, with a series of strict deadlines which must be met. Each phase has a resulting deliverable which has a clearly defined structure, i.e. specific section headings and a prescribed number of pages. As shown in Figure 3-1, these deliverables feed into the subsequent phases. The phases are:

- phase 1 - requirements capture with a resulting requirements specification
- phase 2 - appraisal of the requirement specification by another group.
- phase 3 - design phase
- phase 4 - implementation and testing
- phase 5 - acceptance phase
- phase 6 - group presentation of their final system to members of the academic staff.
Having successfully established and run SEG projects at Durham for a number of years, the department had begun to consider how these could be improved to more realistically mirror industrial practice of distributed software engineering. In particular, these considerations have given rise to studies to identify appropriate groupware technology for supporting SEG projects, and the development of a virtual software engineering environment to specifically support the software engineering tasks performed by students in groups.

In 1996-97, all SEG work by students was developed and delivered as WWW-based documents. Experiences with using the WWW in this way have been very positive and the quality of student work improved dramatically in its presentation. With the addition of a suitable Web-based shared workspace, it was anticipated that students would be able to coordinate their project work more effectively.

By its very nature the SEG project is an exercise in cooperation among the students working in a group\textsuperscript{10}. The newly introduced practical exercises i.e. Introduction to DVC, shared workspace tutorial, specifically focus on introducing the students to computer-support, both asynchronous and synchronous.

### 3.4 Workgroups Summary

For both JTAP and SEG, there was a need to provide both technological and social infrastructures to support cooperative work. There is also a need to understand and address both group organisation issues, i.e. how to organise and manage the group, and work organisation.

Three workgroups have been described: distributed students undertaking small collaborative pilot exercises (JTAP1), distributed students undertaking a more

\textsuperscript{10} SEG is part of the Software Engineering I module. Students are expected to spend 14 hours per week on this module. There are 2 hours of lectures and 4 hours of timetabled practicals.
prolonged collaborative exercise (JTAP2), and finally collocated SEG students based at Durham.

Preliminary results from the pilot exercises have initially shown there is a lack of functionality in the groupware tools used, for software engineering work. This deficiency has resulted in a set of requirements that need to be addressed in future groupware use.

3.5 Requirements of Software Engineering groups

There is the need to create virtual team environments that replace face-to-face relationships which are not possible due to the geographical locations of team members. This environment can be achieved, in part, by the use of synchronous communications such as DVC described. Whilst the pilot studies only used synchronous technologies, it is generally the case that team members often work asynchronously (off line), therefore needing additional support in the form of an asynchronous shared workspace. This workspace must provide a means for fostering team activities by providing a platform of services that supports interpersonal relationships and maintains group awareness of the project status.

Based on the initial results of the pilot exercises, and the use made of BSCW by the JTAP project members, it was possible to determine a set of requirements for future collaborative software engineering and software engineering student work. These requirements whilst not comprehensive acted as the basis for continuing work detailed in the following chapters.

The requirements are as follows:

- **Configuration:** A common set of collaborative technology both hardware and software is required to support both synchronous and asynchronous working in the form of DVC and shared workspaces.
• **Technical Support**: A ‘technical’ groupware facilitator is needed who can set up the hardware and software infrastructure, organise and manage its use and monitor usage. This support should be ongoing.

• **Familiarisation**: A period of familiarisation with the technology and group working concept is important for all users. Social protocols for group behavior need to be established. Group familiarisation at the onset of the task is important as a group at this early stage will lack cohesiveness and therefore find interaction difficult. An ‘ice breaking’ session is necessary.

• **Training**: Training is an essential factor for the effective use of the technologies and groupware chosen. Groups need to learn how to cooperate using the technology. Onsite training and training documentation must be available to provide this.

• **Motivation**: It is necessary for users to be motivated to use the technology. These users need to understand that their contribution is necessary to the ongoing advances in distributed working for software engineers.

### 3.6 Summary

In this chapter, the background and objectives for both the JTAP project and SEG work have been described. To support student group working, a basic toolset was provided. This toolset allowed initial pilot case studies using synchronous technologies to be undertaken. Results obtained from the pilot exercises and the use of BSCW for the management of the JTAP project, have provided the experience and infrastructure for this work to be carried forward for both Phase 2 of the JTAP work, and the introduction of these technologies into the SEG work. Results from the pilot exercises have also been the basis for developing a set of
user requirements for software engineering groupwork. The next chapter discusses the integration of BSCW into the SEG work at Durham.
Chapter 4

Developing a Virtual Environment

This chapter first describes the rationale for the change in the computer support for SEG work based at Durham. This change involves the introduction of a virtual environment in the form of a shared workspace - SEGWorld. Section 4.2 discusses the development of SEGWorld and the design issues and decisions made. Section 4.3 details the design of SEGWorld. Section 4.4 briefly outlines the use made of BSCW for Phase 2 of the JTAP project.

4.1 Rationale for change

The structure of SEG (Software Engineering Group) work has been well documented. The stability of the SEG work over the past six years, the careful management, continued monitoring and the experience gained by its developers have led it readily into the next phase of change. This change has been to provide more flexible support for group working for both students and their supervisors. This has been achieved by utilising the resources of the WWW and introducing new technologies such as DVC, and, more importantly, because of the scheduled prolonged nature of SEG projects, the asynchronous tool BSCW.

4.2 SEGWorld

The SEGWorld project is complementary to the JTAP project and seeks to apply JTAP results suitably adapted for locally based SEG work through the development of a WWW based system. The virtual environment SEGWorld refers to the shared workspace environment created and adapted using the BSCW system.
been developed by tailoring the existing and freely available Basic Support for Cooperative Work (BSCW) system.

To further develop SEG work, *SEGWorld* based on BSCW has been developed. *SEGWorld* essentially provides a repository for all the relevant teaching materials associated with SEG projects as well as facilities for posting notices to students, and providing access to software tools relevant to student project work and their associated software engineering practical sessions. *SEGWorld* is a public area with access granted to all involved in SEG. In addition to this public workspace, it was essential to provide each group with its own private group workspace where their work could be stored securely with access granted to themselves, their tutor and the *SEGWorld* Administrator (Figure 4-1).

![Figure 4-1: Overview of the private and public workspace](image)
4.2.1 Design Issues and Decisions

In the design of SEGWorld\textsuperscript{12} various questions and the issues involved were considered, these being:

1. What should be automated?
2. Should all phases of the lifecycle be included in the structure of SEGWorld?
3. Students should see SEGWorld as being supportive of their work.
4. SEGWorld needs to be adaptable for growth.
5. SEGWorld should be easy to use.
6. Visibility of student activities is important for team members and academic staff.
7. Training in the use of the system is important

In response to the first two questions, it was considered necessary to first automate the entry of a large number of 2\textsuperscript{nd} year undergraduate students and tutor details into the BSCW database. In addition to this, each student requires a SEGWorld user ID and password. Manual entry of this data and generation of userid's and passwords would be error-prone and time-consuming.

Secondly, a design decision was made not to use SEGWorld for the development and subsequent versioning of the Modula-2 code which is used within the implementation phase of the SEG work. It was decided that student use of the shared workspace should be confined to SEG documentation, not source code, as it was felt that the students would otherwise be exposed to, too many changes. It is anticipated that in the coming academic year 1999/2000 the implementation phase of the lifecycle will be incorporated into the workspace.

It was recognised as being significant, that the students should see the shared workspace as being supportive of their work. Therefore it is important factor that the system should be easy to use and not hinder their normal progress. This could

\textsuperscript{12} The design details of SEGWorld include the design of the public and private workspaces.
be achieved by ensuring that the students had a full understanding of the concept and functionality of the workspace and as a consequence the development of training materials, i.e. a SEGWorld tutorial, was vital.

4.3 Design of SEGWorld

Figure 4-2 below, proposes a process development and usage scenario depicting the sequence of events in developing SEGWorld. This process development is adapted from work undertaken by Christie (Christie 1995). This process lifecycle model is analogous to the software development lifecycle, for example step 1 is associated with requirements definition, step 2 and 3 are associated with design and testing phases, step 4 can be associated with coding while step 5 and 6 support deployment of the process.
In many cases requirements capture and analysis, in a maintenance environment, is carried out because there is a problem with an existing system. This, in itself, can be problematic as it is very difficult to be definitive about a problem specification. For example, in a diverse user community there may be differing requirements and priorities (Sommerville 1995). In the design of SEGWorld, the student user group structure and aims of the project remain the same each year (the project subject changes annually but the structure remains the same), and as such, the student priorities rarely change. Therefore, the requirements were already stable and well documented (Drummond, Boldyreff et al. 1997)
The process development scenario (Figure 4-2) provided an overview of the development of SEGWorld showing the steps involved. In Table 4-1 below, the objectives and activities involved within each step of the development scenario are defined.

For example, within step 1, the objectives were to define the current practices and structure of SEG, and, in addition, to determine what functionality should be provided by BSCW. The activities column defines how these objectives have been met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEP</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Define SEG work</td>
<td>• Present format well defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop requirements model</td>
<td>• Central repository providing document management for group work and electronic hand-in point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Security for groups’ work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Secure recording of student deliverables for marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• WWW access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Platform independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Version control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Speed of response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring of student activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Student awareness of other group members’ activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Design the system</td>
<td>• Determine public and private workspace contents (see Figure 4-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Resolve access permissions to these areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test design - prototype and verify</td>
<td>• Tailor BSCW to match design using test data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Test functionality i.e. uploading, copying, version control etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Test access permissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Build environment tailoring BSCW</td>
<td>• Develop and run Perl scripts which automate the addition of users into the BSCW system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Email all members of BSCW system with automatically generated random user passwords and system username</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Manually allocate users to correct workspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transition process</td>
<td>• Develop training material/tutorial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-1: Activities in the development of SEGWorld

Step 2 of the development process determined the contents of the public and private workspaces. The contents are shown in Figure 4-3. This hierarchical structure allows for the addition of other work, for example, the storage of the group’s software engineering practical exercise deliverables.
The design of the *SEGWorld* environment, in part, mirrored the hierarchical file system structure that had been in existence on the Novell system used by the students of previous years. BSCW offers a hierarchical file system structure similar to this with folders and sub-folders replacing directories and sub-directories (Figure 4-4). These similarities were an important factor for the integration of the system into the SEG work.
Figure 4-1: Example of SEGWorld folder structure

Development of a virtual environment for JTAP
Phase 2

The work that has been described in the previous sections, relates to the collocated work within the SEG projects at Durham, and the network support provided. In addition to SEGs having the shared workspace provided for their group work, it was also necessary to provide this same support for the JTAP2 students (briefly described in chapter 3 section 3.2.2).

These students carried out cooperative work across sites and therefore required both synchronous and asynchronous communication. Synchronous communication was provided by DVC, and the asynchronous communication was via a shared workspace - BSCW. It was important to provide a central repository for the distributed students as they needed to have some shared area where work in progress was visible and easily accessible. In addition to this, the provision for
monitoring each other’s activities, e.g. determining who has read the most recent version of a document, was an important factor.

The structure of the JTAP2 students workspace was similar to that of the SEGs. Each JTAP2 group had their own workspace, and within these areas, these students were allowed to structure their work to suit their method of working.

4.5 Summary

This chapter has described the development of a virtual environment in the form of a shared workspace for use by both the SEGs - SEGWorld, and JTAP2 students, to support their group working. The next chapter will describe the structure of the case studies used which involved both collocated and distributed student groups, using both shared workspaces and DVC.
Chapter 5

Case Studies

This chapter describes the case studies undertaken within this research. An initial overview is provided in section 5.2 with section 5.3 describing the data collection methods used. Section 5.4 describes the laboratory facilities available to the student groups. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe the JTAP and SEG case studies respectively. For each case study, the objectives, task, subjects, setting, procedure and methods of data collection are stated.

5.1 Introduction

The objective of undertaking a series of case studies was primarily to determine the usability of the technologies and associated groupware tools applied to software engineering groupwork.

These case studies involved evaluating the shared workspace SEGWorld, specifically developed for the SEGs, and the use of a shared workspace in general for distributed students. In addition to the student use of asynchronous technology, it was equally important to expose all students involved to synchronous technologies - DVC. The data collected from these case studies will be used to prove or disprove the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1.

5.2 Overview

Table 5-1 presents a summary of the case studies and shows the mode of communication, student group location, timescales and method of data collection, used in the case studies. As shown, there are many variables associated with the
case studies, such as, the collocated students being 2\textsuperscript{nd} years whilst the distributed students are 3\textsuperscript{rd} years. Some case studies are short whilst others are carried out over the academic year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of Communication</th>
<th>Student Group Location</th>
<th>Timescale</th>
<th>Data Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment Set 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Synchronous (DVC)</td>
<td>Distributed - JTAP phase 2 (3 sites)</td>
<td>7 weeks</td>
<td>• Questionnaire • Focus Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous (BSCW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment Set 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Synchronous (DVC)</td>
<td>Collocated - SEG (Durham site)</td>
<td>2 x 2 hr sessions</td>
<td>• Questionnaire • Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collocated - SEG (Durham site)</td>
<td>15 weeks</td>
<td>• Questionnaire • Activity Log • Focus Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Asynchronous (BSCW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1: Summary of case studies

5.3 Data collection methods

There were four main methods of data collection used to varying degrees for each case study. These methods are as follows:

1. Questionnaire Three questionnaires relating to DVC: the first for personal details, the second for ascertaining the level of computer skills and the third to determine the usability of the technologies from the view point of suitability to task, suitability to environment, i.e. what software engineering activity was suited to the use of audio (Appendix A). A further on-line questionnaire relating to the use of BSCW, was developed specifically for SEG students (Appendix B).
2. Activity log  A daily workspace activity report provided an opportunity to keep track of what was happening within the SEG workspaces. The report was compiled nightly and sent to the SEGWorld Administrator (the author). The report lists the previous day’s activities sorted by workspace. In the case of the JTAP2 students where the BSCW server was maintained at Keele, a manual count of activities was undertaken.

3. Focus groups  At the end of both the SEG and JTAP2 projects, group meetings were held. These meetings took the form of informal group discussions with individual groups. The aim of these sessions was to provide the students with the opportunity to discuss openly the successes or problems encountered within their work, and to discuss how improvements could be made. The discussion topics included BSCW, DVC, social aspects of this type of working, and general hardware and software problems encountered.

4. Observations  Observations were made of both JTAP1 pilot exercises and SEGs undertaking the DVC tasks. This exercise was primarily to observe the students’ use of the technologies and how they overcome problems if any occurred.

5.4 Laboratory Facilities

As previously mentioned in chapter 3, section 3.2.1.4, a small collaborative laboratory housing three multimedia PC’s was set up at each university to support the distributed collaborative work. At Durham an additional larger laboratory was setup specifically for SEG use. This SEGLab contains twelve multimedia PCs similar in specification to the smaller laboratory. Prior to the SEGLab, the SEGs
had access to campus PCs in open access areas. It was seen as important that SEGs should have an area specifically designated for them where they could work and meet as a group.

The following sections detail the case studies undertaken for both collocated and distributed student groups.

5.5 JTAP Case Study - Phase 2

5.5.1 Experiment Set 1-a: DVC and BSCW

In the first year of the JTAP project, single session on-line conferencing tasks were run for group of three students (described in chapter 3 section 3.2.1). In the second year, the project progressed to looking at longer term examples of distributed group working.

University of Durham regulations do not currently permit students to undertake projects having a project supervisor from another university. These longer term projects were therefore designed so that the students did a main project in CSCW at their own university - focusing on an area of interest, e.g. evaluation of groupware. During the course of their main project, these students also took part in a collaborative “sub-project” with set requirements and deliverables.

5.5.1.1 Objectives

The objectives of this second phase were to run live parallel tasks to promote the concept of distributed group projects and, therefore:

- to give students experience of working collaboratively in a geographically distributed team, using group working technology, and
- to allow students to evaluate these technologies against software engineering needs for group working
5.5.1.2 Task

There were three customers who specified tasks to be undertaken. The tasks were Comparative Shopping Monitor (Durham), Departmental Room Booking System (Keele), Student Accommodation Management system (UMIST).

These collaborative sub-projects concerned the specification, design, implementation and presentation of a database. The projects followed through the full software development life cycle in order to provide experience of the different types of collaborative working.

5.5.1.3 Subjects

Each university offered three projects to third year computer science students. The projects were all run twice, and were designed for groups of three collaborating students - 1 from each university, giving 18 students in total.

5.5.1.4 Setting

For the sub-project, groupware, e.g. CU-SeeMe, Netmeeting, Lotus Notes™, BSCW were made available for student use. Members of the groups choose which applications they wished to use. The only stipulation was that the systems were to be built using MS Access, documentation in Word 95 and deliverables were to be maintained and stored in the BSCW workspace.

Each site took responsibility for one of the specified tasks and supervised the two groups undertaking that particular task as well as providing technical support on site for their local students undertaking the other two tasks.
5.5.1.5 Procedure

The sub-projects were to be undertaken over a period of seven weeks. This time span was comprised of a two week period for requirements gathering followed by a five week period for design and implementation.

It was decided by the universities involved that before actual sub-project work began, it would be advantageous for the students to meet their peers and the "customer" face-to-face and elicit information from their "customer". The benefits of this would be to allow the groups to begin their requirements gathering being aware of each others' strengths and weakness and already knowing each other on a social basis. In a study undertaken by Olson and Teasley (Olson and Teasley 1996) it was found that even though their study groups were provided with technologies which allowed them to meet on-line, the group members felt that for collaborative activity to be successful it was important to understand what each other knew, and to build a basis for trust and commitment. Therefore meeting in person and sharing more than work tasks was crucial.

This meeting took place at a single location, and the students were briefed about the aims, objectives and their role in the sub-projects.

The two week requirements phase consisted of the groups developing a requirements specification and where possible checking this with the customer. This phase was undertaken in the latter part of the Christmas term.

The five week design and implementation phase consisted of the design and development of a database based on customer requirements. This phase was undertaken mid-way through the Easter term. Because of the length of time between the end of the requirements phase and the beginning of the design phase, it was felt that once again a face-to-face session should be held to reinforce group bonding.
5.5.1.6 Data collection methods

The following data collection methods were employed in this case study:

- questionnaire, and
- focus group meeting (with locally based students only).

5.6 SEG Case Studies

5.6.1 Experiment Set 2-b: SEG - DVC

This case study was a re-run of one of the pilot exercises that has been described in chapter 3. The main aims of this case study were to allow the students experience of using DVC technology and to elicit their reactions and thoughts on this method of working for software engineering activities.

5.6.1.1 Objectives

1. To introduce to the students the concept and practical experience of synchronous collaborative working
2. To determine student satisfaction with the process
3. To determine the usability of the technology

5.6.1.2 Task

The students had to establish and prioritise features of a system to automate the accounts of a small bookshop. The members of a group were given different paper based descriptions of the manual accounts system and were asked to discuss the case study information and to produce, as a group, a simple diagrammatic representation of the manual system. Subsequently, the group were required to identify possible features of an automated system and to prioritise these feature into three releases (with the most important features in the first release).
5.6.1.3 Subjects

In 1997-98, the subjects were nine SEGs of six students and one SEG of seven students. These were the whole of the 2nd year computer science undergraduate intake. All 2nd year students must take the Software Engineering I module which includes the SEG project. In all the groups the students had not had any previous groupworking experience.

5.6.1.4 Setting

At each video conferencing session, two groups of students were accommodated. The work was carried out in the SEGLab in which desktop video conferencing equipment (PC based) was available to each student. The room was arranged in four rows, each row housing three PC’s. The rows were divided off from each other by the use of moveable screens. The students were allocated to the PCs with the intention of splitting members within each group.

5.6.1.5 Procedure

Each group undertook 2 x 2 hours video conferencing session over a two week period.

The first session was primarily for the students to familiarise themselves with the technology and its capabilities, and for the students to work as a group for the first time. This session began with a short introduction by the author who outlined the aims and objectives of collaborative work, both collocated and distributed, and explained how it was to be facilitated by the video conferencing tools available to the students. Each group then experimented at will with the equipment. A background questionnaire was completed by every member to determine technical competence and past experience (if any) in any form of collaborative working which may have influenced their performance.
The second session comprised of a structured collaborative software engineering task that was to be undertaken. The session was broken down into four 20 minute slots followed by a slot to complete an evaluation questionnaire.

These slots are further described below:

1. Introduction, briefing: how the session was expected to progress
2. Information sharing: this involved a discussion of the information in the case study and the construction of a simple model representing information of the firm’s existing manual system.
3. Brainstorming description: this involved using the case study and the model to discuss and list all possible features that the new automated system would have.
4. Brainstorming prioritisation: this involved the prioritisation of the main features from the previous state into three lists, these lists to correspond to the three release versions of the final automated system.
5. Evaluation questionnaire: this involved the completion of a questionnaire by every member of the group.

The total time allocated for the task execution and for the subsequent completion of the evaluation form was 1 hour 40 minutes.

These sub tasks within the slots, are undertaken using the technology provided i.e. DVC. Students within each group were discouraged from talking to each other face to face.

5.6.1.6 Data collection methods
The data collection methods employed in this case study are:

- observation,
- questionnaire, and
- focus group meeting.

5.6.2 Experiment Set 2-c: SEG - BSCW

The aim of this case study was to investigate appropriate support for collaboration and coordination between SEG members by monitoring practical usage of long term asynchronous collaborative working project support.

5.6.2.1 Objectives

- to introduce the students to asynchronous group working technology
- to determine the feasibility of using such technologies within software engineering

5.6.2.2 Task

Each SEG had to implement an electronic voting system. The main function of the system would be to allow election of student representatives to the Staff and Student Committee. As well as handling the election of student representatives, the voting system must also support voting on specific issues, i.e. referenda. It must be possible to restrict voting within the system to specific periods of time, e.g. a specific day or between specified dates.

The system must also be secure so that votes cannot be tampered with once they are cast. It must not allow multiple voting by the same individual, and it must record an audit of voters (but not their actual votes) for inspection by a super user.

The development of the voting system was undertaken over the period of the academic year 1997-98 and followed the phases discussed in Chapter 3.
5.6.2.3 Subjects

The subjects were nine SEGs of six students and one SEG of seven students (as described in section 5.6.1.3). In addition to these groups there were two other groups; one group of four and another of five, who were Natural Science and Joint Honours students. In the case of the Natural Science/Joint Honour students, the system requirements were narrowed.

In all of the groups, none of the students had worked together in class or on work experience projects.

5.6.2.4 Settings

The SEGLab as described in section 5.4 was made available to each group. An automated web based room booking system was used. As BSCW is accessible from any platform running a WWW browser, the students could access SEGWorld from any system connected to the university network.

5.6.2.5 Procedure

The SEG project is well structured into phases of the software lifecycle. This is documented in chapter 3 section 3.3. At the end of each phase there is a deliverable e.g. requirements specification, design document. Each group had to develop this deliverable using the shared workspace and ensure that at the deadline the document was correctly named in the correct folder e.g. in the case of the design deliverable, a folder called Design had to contain the design.html file and any associated images.

5.6.2.6 Data collection methods

The data collection methods employed for this case study are:
• questionnaire,
• daily activity log, and
• focus group meeting.

5.7 Summary

This chapter has described the different case studies which have been undertaken within this research. The first case study involved a small number of distributed students undertaking a project encompassing the phases of the software lifecycle. This seven week project allowed these students to experience and evaluate a variety of technologies specifically developed to support groupworking.

The second case study looked at local SEG work involving a short DVC session. This session provided local students with the opportunity to gain experience of synchronous technologies. Thirdly, a longitudinal study was undertaken, once again involving the SEGs, with the emphasis being placed on the use of an asynchronous shared workspace - SEGWorld.

The following chapter presents the results obtained from these case studies.
Chapter 6

Results

This chapter is concerned with presenting the results of the case studies (described in Chapter 5) and associated discussions. Section 6.1 re-introduces the hypotheses upon which the discussion of results is based. Sections 6.2 to 6.5 describes each hypothesis in turn, and presents the analysis of results from empirical data and student comments collected via questionnaires, observations and focus group meetings. For each hypothesis, the student workgroups, methods of data collection used, results and short conclusion are provided. Section 6.6 concludes this chapter with an overview of all results reported in this work.

6.1 Introduction

The results for each hypothesis are based on a combination of the responses of the student groups: SEG, JTAP\textsuperscript{13} and JTAP\textsuperscript{14}. Data collected for analysis has been via questionnaires, observations and focus group meetings. These data collection methods have been described in detail in chapter 5, section 5.3.

The hypotheses presented and discussed in the following sections are:

Hypothesis 1. The introduction of an asynchronous shared workspace into software engineering groupworking will aid group members in organising and coordinating their work.

\textsuperscript{13} JTAP1 refers to students who undertook distributed pilot exercises which are described in Chapter 3 section 3.2.1.
\textsuperscript{14} JTAP2 refers to students who undertook a prolonged distributed project as part of their final year dissertation which is described in Chapter 5 section 5.6.
Hypothesis 2. Greater use of shared workspace functionality will be made as the project progresses.

Hypothesis 3. Students undertake more collaboration in the earlier stages of the software lifecycle.

Hypothesis 4. Synchronous communication has an important role to play in both collocated and distributed software engineering groupwork.

6.2 Hypothesis 1

The introduction of a asynchronous shared workspace into software engineering groupworking will aid group members to organise and coordinate their work.

6.2.1 Subjects and data collection methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student workgroups</th>
<th>Method of data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JTAP 2 (3rd year distributed students)</td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus group meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>• SEGWorld daily activity log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus group meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to determine if this hypothesis was true, specific questions relating to coordination and organisation of work, via a questionnaire, were asked. In addition to this, observations were recorded and automated BSCW daily activity logs (for SEG only)\(^{15}\) were analysed. These data are reported upon in the following sections.

\(^{15}\) The BSCW server used for the JTAP distributed project was located and maintained at Keele University.
6.2.2 Use of Organisation and Coordination functions

From a high level perspective Figure 6-1 represents the responses from both SEG and JTAP2 students, related to the question on whether the workspace did enable better organisation and coordination of their work. From this figure, it is clearly shown that the JTAP2 students valued the use of the workspace for this purpose more than the SEG. With the JTAP2 students being distributed, the need for a central storage facility to structure their work was an important requirement; BSCW provided this. As SEGs have a group UNIX account in addition to their private workspace, five of the groups used both, with UNIX generally being the preferred choice because of quicker response times. However, it was noted that those SEG groups who used UNIX, mirrored the hierarchical structure of the workspace. Therefore, although the workspace was not their preferred choice, they choose to reflect its organisation in the UNIX filespace.

![Workspace - Organisation & Coordination: SEG & JTAP2](image)

**Figure 6-1: Organisation & Coordination**

In general both sets of students felt that the hierarchical structure of the workspace was intuitive and graphically illustrated how their work was being structured. But, as the level of decomposition of folders (directories) into sub-folders (sub-directories) increased, navigation became slow. Students commented on the lack of shortcuts to the various documents. In fact, students were simply unaware that shortcuts are possible.
From a lower level of granularity, Figure 6-2 highlights functions provided by the system that were used during the SEG project. These functions have been chosen because they are associated with organisation and coordination. They are as follows:

- **Meeting** - schedules a new meeting showing various details and those invited to participate. An email is automatically generated to inform members of these details.

- **Versioning** - versions a document. A new version is created which becomes the current version, whilst old versions are still readily available.

- **Attached Note** - attaches a note to a specified object that is displayed to other users when they attempt to access the object. There is no formal locking of the objects, but notes may be used informally to achieve locking.

- **Catchup** - deletes event icons for the selected objects e.g. a new document has a “NEW” icon displayed when it is first uploaded into the workspace. Unless catchup is used, the “NEW” icon remains regardless of how old the object is.

![Workspace - Organisation & Coordination Functions : SEG](image)

**Figure 6-2: SEG Organisation & Coordination**

### 6.2.2.1 Meeting Function

The meeting facility was used by 54% of SEGs and thought by some individual students, to be a useful function. The remainder of the students did not use it because they met face-to-face on a daily basis. In addition to this, some SEGs felt that it was simpler to use a standard email system rather than to have to load a
browser, and then \textit{SEGWorld} in order to use the meeting facility. In contrast, JTAP2 students found the meeting function extremely useful to organise future meetings for video conferencing sessions.

\subsection*{6.2.2.2 Versioning Function}

The versioning mechanism provided was easy to apply, but only 25\% of the SEGs used it. In particular within three of the groups only one member from each used this function. These individuals were, in general, the appointed group secretary whose task it was to undertake such work. In contrast to this, the JTAP2 students all used versioning to varying degrees. Initially versioning was under used, but, as the JTAP2 project progressed, the distributed groups increasingly versioned work and, in particular did so during collaborative implementation\textsuperscript{16}. JTAP2 students commented that versioning served two main purposes: prevention of the proliferation of redundant copies of the database, and enabling other users to quickly locate the latest version of the document in the workspace.

An interesting point noted in the SEG results was that within two of the groups all members stated they had used the versioning function, but when these results were checked against the automated daily activity logs, it was found that only two members from each group were shown to have actually used the function. This anomaly may be due to members within each group being aware of the activities of each other and therefore feeling that they had also contributed to this process, or alternatively the problem could lie in inaccurate completion of questionnaire. The difficulties encountered using questionnaire data have been discussed in Chapter 3 section 3.2.1.6.

\textsuperscript{16} This data was collected from the distributed students via the questionnaire and focus group meeting. Automatic monitoring of the BSCW server at Keele was not possible.
6.2.2.3 Attach Note Function

Whilst BSCW does not provide a locking system for documents, i.e. when someone is currently editing a document, it is possible for someone else to have access to the same document, the *Attach Note* offers the primary editor the opportunity to inform anyone else wanting this document, what the current status is. Whilst 40% of SEGs said they used this function, there was no workspace activity to support this. In the main, this function was not widely used by SEGs or JTAP2 students, simply because they did not fully understand its purpose.

6.2.2.4 Catchup Function

The *Catchup* function, which provides an up-to-date view of the activities which have occurred within the workspace was used only by 14% of SEGs. On further questioning most students admitted to not being aware of what this function actually did.

6.2.3 Hypothesis 1 Conclusion

There is strong support for this hypothesis based on data from both subject groups. The hypothesis made, was that use of a shared workspace would help in the organisation and coordination of the students groupwork. BSCW provides a central repository for all project documentation for the student groups, and allowed members to be aware of other group members activities. This awareness was seen as being important by the students as it provided them with information on the current state of a particular document. In effect what they were provided with was a simple workflow mechanism.
6.3 Hypothesis 2

*Greater use of shared workspace functionality will be made as the project progresses.*

6.3.1 Subjects and data collection methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student workgroups</th>
<th>Method of data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JTAP2 - 3rd year distributed students</td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>• SEGWorld daily activity log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following graphs show the use made by SEGs, of the various functions provided by *SEGWorld*. These functions are a subset of those available and were chosen as they represented the most common events that would occur in the process of producing a document. The objective of logging the daily usage of these functions was to determine if the use of *SEGWorld* increased as the project progressed. This anticipated increase would indicate that the students had overcome any initial problems and were becoming more confident in using the workspace.

The graphs represent the average number of times each function was used by each group throughout the different phases.

In Figure 6-3 most activity is centered around creating documents and reading. The negligible amount of activity by most SEGs for the editing and versioning functions would indicate that they did not fully understand these functions. Rather than editing or versioning an existing document, it would appear that they
have deleted and then re-created the document. At this early stage in the use of the workspace, this was not unexpected.

**Figure 6-3: BSCW Activities - Requirements Phase**

In Figure 6-4 the read activity is used to the extent that it shows on average each group has read the document eight times. It can, therefore, be inferred that most members of each group have read the appraisal document. This phase is for one week only and the deliverable is a relatively short document.
Figure 6-4: BSCW Activities - Requirements Appraisal Phase

Data from the design phase of SEG, is shown in Figure 6-5. This phase is a work intensive phase. Within this phase, it can be seen that there is a marked increase in the use of the edit function and a decrease in document creation indicating better student understanding of these functions. Whilst versioning has been used by most groups, its usage was still disappointingly low.
The implementation phase, shown in Figure 6-6, consists of developing the product software and writing a report detailing the implementation and testing strategy, and testing any known problems with the system. A decision was made at the onset of the SEG project that the use of SEGWorld for developing code would be inefficient. As the programming language used was Modula-2, problems were foreseen in that not only the module that the student was working on would have to be downloaded, but all the associated modules; it was felt that this imposed too high an overhead on the SEGs. The implementation was carried out on a Novell system. BSCW and other shared workspaces e.g. Lotus Notes™ are basically generic tools and as such offered SEG no specific support for software code development. In the future, the department is moving to Java as its first teaching language, it is not anticipate this will pose such a problem.

Figure 6-6 shows the development of the implementation document.

![Figure 6-6: BSCW Activities - Implementation Phase](image)

Overall, utilization of some of the more useful functions, e.g. versioning, was poor. This has been attributed to the following factors:
• students were aware of many functions but were insufficiently motivated to gain an understanding of how to use them,
• at times usage of the workspace was hampered by poor response times of the network, and
• there was a mismatch between the work in the implementation phase and the support provided by the workspace.

In addition to the factors presented above, the use of data collected from questionnaires poses a problem. An anomaly occurred within the data collected regarding the meeting function. Within hypothesis 1 (Figure 6-2) it is shown that 54% of students stated that they used the meeting function\textsuperscript{17} but this fact is not mirrored in the phase graphs above, which represent the average number of specific activities undertaken within the workspace\textsuperscript{18}. The assumption made to explain this anomaly is that, within each group workspace, a meeting folder was created to hold agendas and minutes of meetings. Students may have thought that this was the “meeting” function. This highlights the problem of different perceptions of a term.

Of these factors described above, the main problem that needs to be overcome is the students’ understanding of the concept and function of the shared workspace. Initially, the students were introduced to SEGWorld via an online tutorial. This introduction was not supported by experienced demonstrators; therefore, simple problems that arose at this stage were left unsolved and many students formed a poor image of the system. This manifested itself in the lack of SEG understanding of many of the functions provided (shown in the SEG graphs previously discussed in this section). In addition to this, the poor response times of the system were a major contributing factor to the slow uptake of the continued use of SEGWorld.

\textsuperscript{17} This data was from the online questionnaire completed at the end of SEG.
\textsuperscript{18} This data was from the automatically generated daily activity log for each group workspace.
In contrast, the JTAP2 students did not have this tutorial to introduce them to BSCW, but their motivation to learn the system was greater as it was their main point of contact with the other distributed members of their group. This motivation is shown in Figure 6-7 where the time invested in learning the system is markedly different to that of the SEGs.

The problems that SEGs encountered have resulted in only 28% of SEGs who would look forward to using the system again. The JTAP2 students in contrast gave a very positive response.

![BSCW - General Use: SEG & JTAP2](image)

**Figure 6-7: BSCW - Student General Responses**

### 6.3.2 Hypothesis 2 Conclusion

From the SEG phase graphs, it appears that there is no significant increase in the use of functions as the project progressed. However, comparing the activities in Figure 6-5 (design) with Figure 6-3 (requirements), there is less excessive document creation and better use of the versioning and editing functions. This would indicate better acceptance of some of the more useful workspace functions, by the groups. The nature of the SEG project with two short phases (requirements appraisal and acceptance testing), and the fact that SEGWorld inadequately
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supports implementation resulted in the decrease of use in the later stages of the project.

The problem of introducing a new concept such as a shared workspace highlights that it is not just a question of giving students a new application with an associated tutorial. The shared workspace is more than just an application; it also provides awareness of other members activities, and it requires the group members to organize and coordinate their work differently. Therefore, the introduction of SEGWorld to SEGs in the coming academic year will be preceded by an initial lecture. The on-line tutorial has been revised to be more specific, highlighting functions that will be of particular use to the students. In addition to this, the demonstrators have become more experienced and can take a more active role in ensuring students gain a clearer understanding of the system.

6.4 Hypothesis 3

Students undertake more collaboration in the earlier stages of the software lifecycle.

6.4.1 Subjects and data collection methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student workgroups</th>
<th>Method of data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| JTAP2 - 3rd year distributed students | • Questionnaire
  • Group workspaces
  • Focus group meeting
  • Face-to-face |
| SEG                                | • SEGWorld daily activity log
  • Questionnaire
  • Focus group meeting |

In order to determine if this hypothesis was correct it was necessary to use data collected from the methods above. The main method used was the monitoring of the number of activities each group undertook within their group workspaces.
Whilst this monitoring helps to indicate where in the software lifecycle most activity has occurred, it is only able, in part, to help prove the hypothesis. The reason for this was that the workspaces used by SEGs supplemented their face-to-face meetings, whereas, in the case of the distributed students, the workspace was their main point of contact and was supplemented by the video conferencing sessions.

The following graphs represent the workspace usage during the different phases of the software lifecycle by distributed JTAP2 and SEG student groups. These results take account of the differing time scales for JTAP2 and SEG.

Time average techniques are used to remove the effect of the different time/phase allocations. Each SEG and JTAP2 phase is shown proportionally of the overall project lifecycle:

\[
\text{Total Activities Per Phase} / \#\text{Weeks Of Phase}
\]

Figure 6-8 shows the activities within the JTAP2 workspaces during the different phases of the software lifecycle. These phases comprise of:

- 2 weeks - Requirements
- 2 weeks - Design
- 3 weeks - Implementation

Figure 6-8 indicates that 58% of activities occurred within the requirements phase. These JTAP2 results are felt to be more realistic than SEGs' result of 69% (see Figure 9) because JTAP2 groups had less opportunity for face-to-face interaction.

Face-to-face meetings were provided on two occasions for the JTAP2 students. The first meeting was at the beginning of the requirements phase, with a second meeting at the onset of the design phase. This subsequent meeting was felt
necessary as there was a gap of approximately eight weeks between the end of the requirements phase and beginning of design phase. There was no face-to-face meeting at the beginning of the implementation phase\(^{19}\).

The JTAP2 students supplemented the workspace with video conferencing sessions and email. Neither of these modes of communication were observed as monitoring email was not possible and the meeting times chosen by the students were random.

Although this face-to-face, video conferencing and email collaboration is not represented in Figure 6-8, the results are still a reasonable reflection of the amount of collaboration undertaken throughout the project, because the workspace was the central point of contact for all the JTAP2 groups.

Figure 6-8: JTAP2 workspace usage during the software lifecycle

Figure 6-9 shows the SEG activities undertaken within the group workspaces during each phase of the project. SEG phases comprise of:

- 5 weeks - Requirements
- 

\(^{19}\) One JTAP2 group did not undertake any implementation. This is reflected in Figure 6-8.
1 week - Requirements Appraisal
4 weeks - Design
4 weeks - Implementation
1 week - Acceptance Testing

Figure 6-9 indicates that the largest proportion of workspace activities can be attributed to the early stage of the project. Sixty-nine percent of all workspace usage by SEGs occurs during the requirements phase, which combines requirements specification and requirements appraisal. Implementation activities are negligible due to the workspace being used for the development of the testing strategies report only, hence causing some distortion in the resultant graph.

What the graph does not show is the face-to-face collaboration that occurs with SEGs. This interaction is considerable as the students spent most of their academic day together and hold numerous informal meetings.

The graph shows much activity in the requirements and requirements appraisal phase which would indicate early collaboration. However, from general observations, at the beginning of the project, SEGs lack group cohesion. This lack of cohesion results in considerable activity as the groups need to get to know one another, determine individual members strengths and weaknesses, and in understanding the project domain. As the project matures the groups begin to work more steadily, each member gains a clearer understanding of the project and what their individual contribution is. Thus, the group members are able to work more independently as the project progresses.
6.4.2 Hypothesis 3 Conclusion

The results show that over 50% of the total workspace usage occurs within the initial lifecycle phases. However, the results presented for this hypothesis are primarily taken from activities undertaken in the workspaces and therefore it is not possible to prove conclusively that more collaboration occurs early in the software lifecycle. These results do not take into account face-to-face, video conferencing and email activities which all supplemented the workspaces. Each of these modes of communication still play an important role, to varying degrees, within the projects (although the JTAP 2 students felt that most video conferencing sessions were unproductive as the time was generally spent trying to get the audio to work properly).

Whilst the results do not prove the hypothesis, general observations, especially with SEGs, show that there is intensive activity undertaken in the requirements phase. This activity takes the form of ad-hoc and informal meetings, discussions during practical sessions, lunchtimes etc. This activity can be attributed to new
groups beginning to form and to familiarise themselves with each other and the project. As the project progresses, group roles and organisation becomes more stable.

6.5 Hypothesis 4

*Synchronous communication has an important role to play in both collocated and distributed software engineering groupwork.*

6.5.1 Subjects and data collection methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student workgroups</th>
<th>Method of data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JTAP 1 - 3rd year distributed students</td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAP 2 - 3rd year distributed students</td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus group meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>• Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus group meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this hypothesis results are graphically presented and generally represent two comparisons:

1. distributed and collocated student groups undertaking the same task within the same time scale,
2. distributed student groups undertaking different tasks within different time scales.

The following results show a comparison between the JTAP1 pilot exercises (chapter 3 section 3.2.1) and the SEG video conferencing short session (chapter 5 section 5.5.1). The SEG session mirrored that of the JTAP1 exercise. It is difficult to make a strict comparison between these results even though the same exercise was undertaken, as the work groups and the locations were different. For
example, the SEG students were all 2nd year computer science students, and they were collocated on the same campus whilst the JTAP1 students were all 3rd year students in geographically distributed locations. What can be shown, and is discussed in the following sections, are the differences in responses to the use of each of the video conferencing tools: Video, Chat, Shared Whiteboard, Audio.

### 6.5.2 Video

The video results in Figure 6-10, show a comparison between distributed and collocated students who undertook the same task. Findings from the questionnaire results indicates that students felt that video was beneficial from the point of view of providing a sense of presence of the other group members. This resulted in other members of the group now having a stronger identity because of the ability to "put a face to a name". From a work point of view, because of the slow refresh rate of the video image giving a "blocky" picture, only 21% of JTAP1 students agreed that it was useful in the completion of the actual software engineering task.

In contrast only 6% of SEGs thought the tool useful. In comparison to this, work undertaken by Olson et. al., (Olson, Olson et al. 1997) found that distributed groups using high quality video, produced work with indistinguishable quality when compared to those groups using the same technology but in a face-to-face situation. The video image used by students in the research reported here, is relatively small and the quality of the image is not sharp, but given the findings of Olson and Olson et al, improvement to the video quality could lead to different results.
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Figure 6-10: Video use for collocated and distributed groups

In contrast 6-11 looks at the two distributed groups who undertook very different tasks over different periods of time. The results show a closer correlation between the groups responses, but there was still only an approximate 20% response to the fact that video had played a significant role in the completion of either task. Once again student comments were similar to those described in the previous paragraph.

Figure 6-11: Video use for distributed groups

6.5.2.1 Video Conclusion

Video was generally thought to be useful, however, communication problems did occur over the video channel. These, in the main, can be attributed to network congestion. Confusion also occurred due to the scarcity of ways to direct
questions to individuals. In normal face-to-face communication, eye contact and other gestures can be very important. This was often lost because of the low quality of the video image. Similarly the video and audio do not often afford lip synchronisation, which can lead to more confusion as it can be difficult to determine who it is who is actually speaking. This is similar to results from work undertaken by Tang and Isaacs (Tang and Isaacs 1993) who found that because of a time delay between video and audio, participants could not see verbal openings and therefore turn taking became a problem.

Whilst many students both collocated and distributed felt that video had not contributed to the successful completion of the task in hand, over 55% of them said they would look forward to using video again. As many comments from the students regarding video were negative, this interest in using video again may therefore be attributed to the “novelty” element of using this technology.

6.5.3 Audio

The audio results in Figure 6-12, shows that there is a significant difference between JTAP1 and SEG responses. Whilst the SEG students recorded very similar likes/dislikes relating to audio to those of the JTAP1 students, this marked difference in responses has been attributed to the different environments in which the students were working. SEG students undertook the exercise in the SEGLab and were therefore in close proximity of each other. The JTAP1 students were distributed across three sites; at each site each student worked in a separate room.

The audio quality in the SEGLab was poor with interference caused by the increased network traffic. With audio it is necessary to encourage the students to speak into the microphones more clearly, slowly and louder than they would normally. In particular, this increase in volume within the SEGLab was unacceptable; and most students could often hear their group members from the other side of the room. In many instances, students were lacking in self
confidence to speak out loud or to continue a conversation as they were never sure if anyone could hear them.

In Figure 6-12 it is clearly shown that the 43% of SEGs felt that whilst audio was necessary for software engineering, only 3% used it to complete the task in hand and only 5% would look forward to using it again. These figures are significantly different to those of the JTAP1 students. Observations made within the SEG environment, showed that on more than one occasion the groups resorted to communicating face-to-face rather than continue with audio that had intermittent quality. In the case of the JTAP1 students, they had no option but to persevere with audio, and once they became adjusted to the varying quality i.e. time delays and clipped sentences, they worked reasonably well.

![Video conferencing - Audio: JTAP1 & SEG (same task)](image)

**Figure 6-12: Audio use for distributed and collocated groups**

In Figure 6-13, the student groups were both geographically distributed. What is shown are similar results even though the tasks undertaken had different content and were of different duration.

These students had greater motivation to continue with the audio function, and in some cases adapted to the intermittent quality.
6.5.3.1 Audio Conclusion

Audio was perceived as having useful functionality within software engineering working. Thus, its potential importance was recognised. The audio was found to be unreliable from time to time, but when functional, it was of an acceptable quality. Many students found audio failure to be more disruptive to communications than video failure, as communication is primarily based on the audio channel. One of the main problems with the audio was students' inability to use it properly. More training would improve the situation, and, therefore, the acceptance of audio. Students were, in general, disappointed with audio quality and often gave up using the audio very quickly.

6.5.4 Shared whiteboard

The shared whiteboard enabled students to make synchronous annotations to shared documents etc. Students found this application easy to use, but noted that there was only an average user interface and that the functionality offered was limited. Each group needed to develop a protocol determining who would create a workbook\textsuperscript{20}. In some cases, a work protocol was not used, which resulted in

\textsuperscript{20} A workbook is essentially a set of shared whiteboard pages that the group can work with and move between. It is necessary for one member of the group to initially open a workbook and then the remainder of the group can join it.
each group member creating separate workbooks, and as such, other group members could not see each other’s work.

A positive response (shown in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15), from both collocated and distributed students, for the use of a shared whiteboard, was given. Over 70% of students found the whiteboard helped them complete the task, with over 80% stating that the whiteboard was necessary for software engineering work. All students felt that synchronous collaborative diagramming was an important feature for software engineering work, and would have found it extremely difficult to complete the task without using it. This finding is similar to that of Whittaker and Geelhoed (Whittaker, Geelhoed et al. 1993) whose study determined that a shared whiteboard provided a permanent record of group activity, and concluded that a shared whiteboard was most useful applied to tasks possessing a strong graphical component.

![Video conferencing - Whiteboard: JTAP1 & SEG (same task)](image)

**Figure 6-14: Whiteboard use for distributed and collocated groups**
6.5.4.1 Whiteboard Conclusion

Both distributed and collocated students enjoyed using the whiteboard even though each of these groups used a different whiteboard during their exercises. The initial whiteboard that the JTAP1 students used lacked basic functionality and was relatively unintuitive to use. This whiteboard was replaced for subsequent exercises and the later whiteboard, although still lacking in software engineering functionality (i.e. connections between entities on an ERD moving when the entity was repositioned), was deemed a very necessary component of DVC.

6.5.5 Chat

Chat received positive comments. Many students had previously used chat facilities in newsgroups and the UNIX “talk” tool and were therefore familiar with the concept and use of a chat tool. In Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 it can be seen that the use of Chat was well received by all groups, with over 60% of students being happy to use it in the future. Similarly, 60% of the students felt that Chat was necessary for undertaking and completing software engineering work. Generally Chat was seen as being useful for discussion and negotiation, and shared document creation.
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6.5.5.1 Chat Conclusion

Chat was seen as a necessary component for software engineering work. Typical comments received from students were “quick and easy”, “good in its simplicity”. As audio problems were frequently experienced, Chat provided an invaluable backup to the audio provision. It was noted that most students used the chat window as back up to failing audio.
6.5.6 Completion of Task

When students were asked had the DVC aided them in successfully completing the task, most were dissatisfied with their result (Figure 6-18). All students were asked if they would have successfully completed the task if it had been undertaken in a face-to-face situation; over 80% said that the exercise would have been successfully completed. Based on these figures, it is assumed that the problem lies in the DVC technology's lack of support for software engineering rather than the tasks set being too difficult.

![Groupware vs Face-to-face](image)

Figure 6-18: Groupware vs. Face-to-face

6.5.7 Hypothesis 4 Conclusion

Based on the results presented, synchronous communication has an important part to play in software engineering work. However, the importance has been recognised more, within distributed work than collocated work. The whiteboard and Chat tool provided the most reliable and useful communication between group members. Audio is seen as being an important component, but, at present, performance levels over the Internet does not support the level of speech quality and reliability that is required. Video is seen to have limited use because of the image size and poor quality.
For JTAP1 and SEG students only a brief introduction of the technologies was given because of the nature of the task i.e. a short exercise. The lack of familiarity with the software caused many students concern as they felt they spent most of their time attempting to master the technology rather than the task in hand. This would indicate the necessity for a more prolonged introduction to the technologies.

Over 50% of students agreed that they would like to use DVC again (excluding SEGs future use of audio), even though using DVC resulted in problems occurring (previously mentioned). Therefore, the students’ desire to use DVC in the future may be attributed to their interest in future developments and the “novelty” factor of this technology.

### 6.6 Summary

The table below summarises the hypotheses concerned and the conclusion drawn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.  The introduction of an asynchronous shared workspace into software</td>
<td>This hypothesis has proved to be correct. A graphical, web-based, multi-platform environment which provides awareness of group member activities aids in the organisation and coordination of group work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engineering groupworking will aid group members in organising and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coordinating their work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.  Greater use of shared workspace functionality will be made as the</td>
<td>This hypothesis has in part been proved to be incorrect. The use of the workspace functions for SEG showed no significant increases, but thefunctions used were used more appropriately. This improved use was for a limited number of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project progresses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Students undertake more collaboration in the earlier stages of the software lifecycle</td>
<td>It has not been possible to prove or disprove this hypothesis because of insufficient data, but from general observations it was felt that there is more activity at the beginning of the software lifecycle when groups are forming and understanding the task in hand, and the potential of each member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Synchronous communication has an important role to play in both collocated and distributed software engineering groupwork</td>
<td>This hypothesis has been proved to be correct. The individual components of synchronous communication have been evaluated in the context of software engineering with the results showing that the benefits of video are marginal and hard to justify. Audio is seen as being vital, but, at present, performance levels over the Internet are inadequate and unstable. Chat and whiteboard applications were both found to be useful and reliable. Current commercially available DVC applications are in the main generic and not specific to software engineering. Synchronous communication has an important role to play in software engineering work, especially when having to work in geographically distributed locations. For collocated students, this role is less significant because face-to-face interaction is possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The final chapter considers the research outcomes and contributions, and presents some topics for further work.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Further Work

7.1 Introduction

In this research, an investigation has been carried out into computer support for cooperative work within software engineering and, in particular, groupwork in the context of software engineering education. This investigation has involved the development of collaborative working environments both synchronous and asynchronous. The synchronous environment provided DVC (audio, video, chat and shared whiteboard) for cooperative working. The asynchronous environment has been developed by tailoring the existing shared workspace system - BSCW, for distributed student working, and SEGWorld for SEG students based at Durham. A major objective of providing both environments was to help determine the usefulness of such technologies to software engineering students. To determine the usability of these environments, cases studies involving different technologies and groups of students have been undertaken.

To help assess the value of the work reported here, the work is evaluated against a set of success criteria given in Chapter 1. In the following section, the degree to which the work satisfies these criteria is discussed.

7.2 Evaluation of the Criteria for Success

This section discusses each of the success criteria defined in Chapter 1 with respect to the work performed. Each of the success criteria are show in italics.
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a) *Investigation of the areas of CSCW and groupware to determine current commercially available software specific to software engineering.*

An overview is presented in Chapter 2 describing the areas of CSCW, groupware and software engineering. Within this chapter typical software engineering processes are described and the use of groupworking technologies to support these processes is considered. This research has attempted to identify groupworking applications specific to software engineering. Whilst tools and software engineering platforms have been developed, they are still research based and are not commercially available. Groupware that is available is, in the main, generic, e.g. BSCW and Lotus Notes™, and whilst offering some tailorability, these generic groupware do not fully support software engineering processes such as, code development.

b) *An identification of a set of requirements for collaborative working support for software engineering students, both distributed and collocated, and a formulation of hypotheses regarding software engineering students’ use of groupware.*

A set of requirements for collaborative work have been identified (Chapter 3, 3.5) and although not comprehensive, form a basis for future student groupwork activities. These requirements have placed emphasis on the need for student understanding, motivation, training and technical support. These areas must be addressed for successful adoption of new technologies and working methods into the curriculum.

Software engineering students must have good technical knowledge and skills, but it is equally important that they understand and experience the groupworking process. These students need to be aware of the problems, both sociological and technical, that can be encountered whilst undertaking groupwork. Providing this awareness is the forerunner to improving student motivation in adopting the new technologies and methods of working. To facilitate this awareness, students were introduced to DVC and the shared workspace concept.
The introduction of these technologies to the groupworking students, formed the basis for formulating a number of hypotheses. These hypotheses were based on the investigation of particular areas of groupworking. These areas were organisation and coordination of tasks, determining the level of cooperation that occurs within the phases of the software lifecycle, the levels of usage of functions within a shared workspace and what importance is placed on the role of synchronous communication within software engineering student groupwork.

c) *An undertaking of case studies to prove or disprove the hypotheses, using groupware with software engineering students.*

The aim of the case studies has been to allow the students to undertake software engineering tasks using the available technologies and applications. In doing this, it was possible to collect the necessary data from the different groups to determine if the hypotheses formulated regarding the use of the technologies (DVC and shared workspace), could be proved or disproved.

1. With respect to organisation and coordination, the introduction of a shared workspace provided a formal setting for the practical side of the software engineering course undertaken at Durham. The students found this both helpful and useful. In general, the students felt that the hierarchical structure of their workspace, the configuration management provided, and the awareness of other groups members’ activities assisted them in organising and coordinating their work.

2. Collocated student use of the workspace functions although limited was reasonably comprehensive, but, not consistent throughout the year. This has been attributed mainly to poor response times of the server upon which SEGWorld was running, and SEGWorld not supporting code development. In addition to this, the introduction of the SEGWorld was not well supported by demonstrators, and, therefore, the students formed a poor opinion of the system. This highlights the points raised in Success Criteria
b, regarding providing groupwork understanding and technical support. It is these factors which play an important role in motivating students.

3. Attempting to determine if more collaboration is undertaken in the earlier stages of the software lifecycle proved to be difficult. Whilst it was possible to monitor workspace usage, the information provided was only part of the overall picture of collaboration. For SEGs, the main mode of communication used was face-to-face and email. As these students spend much of their working days together, it was impossible to monitor and collect quantitative data from this type of collaboration. Similarly, for the JTAP students whose communication channels were limited (their face-to-face opportunities were restricted) to video conferencing and email; again it was not possible to monitor either of these effectively. Observations have, however, shown that at the beginning of the projects, there was intense activity within the student groups. Therefore, whilst not being able to prove this hypothesis because of insufficient data, it could not be disproved either.

4. DVC not only provided the students with the opportunity to evaluate new technologies in a practical manner, but also it allowed them to gain an understanding of the problems encountered when using groupware to carry out software engineering tasks. These problems were not just technical, but were also social in so much that the students were forced to develop a group working protocol, e.g. who was tasked to open a shared workbook, or to ensure that an agenda was written and made available before meetings. The technology could be unreliable, therefore, there was a need to be precise in words and actions during a DVC session. A side effect of this was better group cohesion, the students had to work harder at coordinating their efforts. Although synchronous communication was popular with the students, it had no significant effect on the successful completion of the tasks during SEG and JTAP1 trial sessions. In contrast, the JTAP2 students felt it was a very necessary form of communication, and would have found it extremely difficult to complete their sub-project without it.
From a student perspective, many regarded the experience gained through the use of SEGWorld and DVC as very useful. Negative comments received were, in general, regarding the slow response times of the SEGWorld server, which made the system less attractive to use and resulted in the relatively low number of SEG students being happy to use the system again. In contrast, the distributed students enjoyed using the shared workspace and found it invaluable for working across sites. For all students, the use of DVC was a new experience, and, in some cases, disappointing due, in particular, to their expectations of high quality audio which was not often possible. What was valuable for the students was that they were exposed to technology from both a technological and end user perspective, therefore, they gained an insight into the benefits that these technologies can provide and the problems that can arise when using these technologies.

7.3 Further work

The findings described within this research are mainly based on anecdotal evidence, and, as such, the results presented give an insight into software engineering student groupworking, both collocated and distributed. Problems have occurred within some of the results, due to, the questionnaire results containing subjective views. This type of anomaly can be common to any questionnaire based results, due, to misinterpretation or misunderstanding of the question, or simply, that little thought is given to the answer supplied.

To build on the work reported in this research, it would be interesting to undertake a similar investigation on a small number of SEGs. This further investigation would help determine if the use of groupware does add value to the project work, in so far, as leading to a measurable improvement of its quality.

To undertake this work, would involve having a more controlled work environment, where the SEGs are “shadowed”, as far as possible, in their formal and informal interactions. This “shadowing” would allow for the monitoring and
subsequent collection of results from observations, face-to-face interaction, email and, again, questionnaires. Collection of these types of data would enable other hypotheses, in addition to those presented here, to be categorically proved or disproved. Thus, determining the feasibility of groupware within software engineering education. This type of monitoring however, would present problems, such as, it could limit the creative aspects of some SEGs if such conditions were imposed. But, by carrying out a more controlled investigation, the correlation of results would provide a more objective view.

Whilst further investigation of the work, reported here in this research, would be useful, further work should be carried out, to firstly, improve SEGWorld from an administrative point of view, and secondly, to introduce the shared workspace concept into other modules within the Computer Science department.

This anticipated increase in the number of students using BSCW, places a greater emphasis on the need for the development of support tools to automate processes. From an administrative perspective, tools should be developed to make the administration of SEGWorld more efficient. This toolset should automate processes such as, the collection and depositing of SEG deliverables into a secure workspace area, and, in particular, the development of a fully integrated marking system. This marking scheme would involve student deliverables within the BSCW system being marked and commented on by the appropriate tutor, using web-based online marking forms. These marks and comments, contained within an automatically generated email, would provide valuable feedback to the students.

The use of BSCW could also be extended to other modules within the Computer Science department and, in particular, the Programming Design Structure (PDS) module. What BSCW would provide is a focal point for the PDS students to work from. Within the first year of university, some students may often feel isolated, which can result in these students falling behind in their studies. The introduction of a shared workspace which provides: threaded discussion forums, frequently
asked questions, an awareness of other student activities, module information, and simply being part of a smaller group, would go some way in providing this focal point. It would be hoped that this would provide the student with another point of contact, in addition to the module tutor.

7.4 Final Words

Students found that the experience they gained in undertaking groupwork to be enjoyable, enlightening and an attractive addition to their CVs. The introduction of groupware, whilst being problematic, has given them added experience. As one SEG student commented on the questionnaire “looking back at the SEGWorld system and the structure and design of the SEG project I think they work well together as SEGWorld supports the SEG and likewise the SEG project provides the field to test the full use of SEGWorld”.
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## Appendix A

**JISC Technology Applications Programme**
**UMIST, University of Durham and Keele University**

### Registration Sheet

**Personal Details**

1. Name
2. Date
3. University
4. Course
5. Year
6. Age
7. Sex Male / Female
8. Email Address

Unique CSCW ID
Developing a Virtual Community for Student Groupwork, JTAP-2/140

JISC Technology Applications Programme
UMIST, University of Durham and Keele University

Background Questionnaire

Personal Details

1. Date  
2. CSCW ID  
3. University  
4. Course  
5. Year  
6. Age  
7. Sex Male / Female

Work Experience - Full Time & Industrial Placements

1. Number of years worked before starting course  
2. Number of years relevant Information Technology / Software Engineering work  
3. Have you done an industrial placement as part of your course Yes / No

Group Working Experience - In Employment

1. Have you had training in group working Yes / No  
   If yes give details of the longest / most recent / most effective / best

2. What was the duration of the group working project  
3. How many people were in the group  
4. Did the group have an official leader Yes / No  
   If yes were you the leader Yes / No
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Group Working Experience - In Course

1. Have you had training in group working  
   Yes / No
   If yes give details of the longest / most recent / most effective / best

2. What was the duration of the group working project

3. How many people were in the group

4. Did the group have an official leader  
   Yes / No
   If yes were you the leader  
   Yes / No

Computer Experience

1. What windows operating systems have you used
   - Windows 95 / Windows NT  
     Yes / No
   - MacOS  
     Yes / No
   - Windows 3.x  
     Yes / No
   - UNIX X-Windows  
     Yes / No

2. Which is the operating system you predominantly use

3. Have you used any Video Conferencing  
   Yes / No

4. If yes, what and how often

5. Have you used any chat tools (eg. UNIX talk, Netscape chat)  
   Yes / No

6. Have you used any drawing tools (eg. Paintbrush, Corel Draw)  
   Yes / No

7. Have you used any shared workspace tools (eg. BSCW, Lotus Notes)  
   Yes / No

8. If yes, what and how often
Evaluation Questionnaire

To help us evaluate this exercise, would you please answer the following questions? All responses will remain confidential. Many thanks for your help.

1: Task Details

1. CSCW ID
2. Date
3. Title of task
4. What were the CSCW ID's of the other two members of your group?
5. What was the time allowed for the task?
6. Was there any previous preparation time?  
   Yes / No
   If yes, how did you spend it?

2: Environmental issues

Please tick JUST ONE of the options for each statements.
### Audio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I did not enjoy using the Audio component.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would look forward to using Audio in this way in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio is not necessary for Software Engineering students who need to work in this way.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio greatly helped our group complete the task.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found Audio very easy to use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Whiteboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I did not enjoy using the Whiteboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would look forward to using the Whiteboard in this way in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Whiteboard is not necessary for Software Engineering students who need to work in this way.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Whiteboard greatly helped our group complete the task.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found the Whiteboard easy to use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Chat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I did not enjoy using the Chat component.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would look forward to using Chat in this way in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat is not necessary for Software Engineering students who need to work in this way.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat greatly helped our group complete the task.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found Chat easy to use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Video

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I did not enjoy using the Video component.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would look forward to using Video in this way in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video is not necessary for Software Engineering students who need to work in this way.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video greatly helped our group complete the task.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found Video easy to use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Environment Suitability

Please give brief answers to the following questions in your own words.

1. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would Audio be most suitable? (Please circle one option)
   - Discussion/negotiation
   - Diagramming
   - Presenting information
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Shared document preparation
Programming/testing/debugging
Why do you think so?

2. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would Audio be least suitable? (Please circle one option)

Discussion/negotiation  Diagramming  Presenting information
Shared document preparation
Programming/testing/debugging
Why do you think so?

3. What did you like best about Audio? Please give your main reason.

4. What did you like least about Audio? Please give your main reason.

5. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would Chat be most suitable? (Please circle one option)

Discussion/negotiation  Diagramming  Presenting information
Shared document preparation
Programming/testing/debugging
Why do you think so?
6. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would Chat be least suitable? (Please circle one option)

Discussion/negotiation  Diagramming  Presenting information
Shared document preparation
Programming/testing/debugging

Why do you think so?

7. What did you like best about Chat? Please give your main reason.

8. What did you like least about Chat? Please give your main reason.

9. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would the Whiteboard be most suitable? (Please circle one option)

Discussion/negotiation  Diagramming  Presenting information
Shared document preparation
Programming/testing/debugging

Why do you think so?
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10. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would The Whiteboard be least suitable? (Please circle one option)
   - Discussion/negotiation
   - Diagramming
   - Presenting information
   - Shared document preparation
   - Programming/testing/debugging

   Why do you think so?


12. What did you like least about The Whiteboard? Please give your main reason.

13. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would Video be most suitable? (Please circle one option)
   - Discussion/negotiation
   - Diagramming
   - Presenting information
   - Shared document preparation
   - Programming/testing/debugging

   Why do you think so?
14. If you had to work in this way in the future, for which one of the following software engineering tasks would Video be least suitable? (Please circle one option)

Discussion/negotiation  Diagramming  Presenting information
Shared document preparation  Programming/testing/debugging
Why do you think so?

15. What did you like best about Video? Please give your main reason.

16. What did you like least about Video? Please give your main reason.

4. Overall Task Assessment

In this section, please choose JUST ONE of the answers given by circling it.

1. Did you understand the task?  Not at all  A little  A lot

2. How successfully did your group complete the task?

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Not at all  Very successfully
successfully

3. How successfully do you think your group would have completed the task under face-to-face conditions?

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
Not at all  Very successfully
successfully
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4. How much more experience with the tools you used would be necessary for you to be able to use them optimally with this sort of task?

0 hours  1 hour  2 hours  3 hours  4 hours  5+

hours

5. How much would you welcome the opportunity to gain this experience on your course?

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Not at all  Very much

6. In the first few minutes, what did you concentrate on?

Mastering the technology  Completing the task  Both equally

7. During the final few minutes, what were you concentrating on?

Mastering the technology  Completing the task  Both equally

8. Was the training useful?  Not at all  A Little  A lot

9. Was the documentation useful?  Not at all  A Little  A lot

10. Was the time sufficient?  Too little  Satisfactory  Too much

11. What was the hardest part of the task?


12. Who was the most active in your group?


13. Did you agree with your group’s conclusion?  Yes / No

14. How satisfied were you with the session?  Not at all  A Little  A lot

15. What improvements would you recommend for future users
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The questionnaire below was completed by each SEG student at the end of the project. The questionnaire is web-based and the results from each questionnaire were contained within an automatically generated email. The contents of this email were deposited into a spreadsheet.

A Survey of the usage of Basic Support for Cooperative Work (BSCW) within SEG

Information Survey

As part of a larger research effort on application of information and communication technology in higher education I am evaluating BSCW's contribution to the work you have undertaken in SEG work. Please answer as honestly as possible, we welcome this feedback whether critical or complimentary. The information you provide will be used for improving on current practices for future SEG's and in no way reflects your contribution to the group.

This survey is divided into the following sections:

- Group Information
- Functionality of BSCW
- Human Aspect
- Form Submission

Please fill in as many sections as possible. In the case of multiple choice, only one of the options may be selected. At the end of the form, click on the button "submit the form!"

*Group Information*

Please supply information about your group. (If your role within the group has alternated please indicate your last position)
Feature Checklist

In the following section, please select either Yes or No from columns 1 and 2 for each function used. In columns 3 and 4 please indicate Yes or No if you were AWARE of this function.

Have you used or were aware of the following functions provided by BSCW?:

- Create
- Read - (opens a document for you to read)
- Edit
- Delete
- Cut
- Replace
- Version
- Rename
- Drop
- Revised
- Meeting
- Attached Note

Software Information

Functionality

For what specific tasks did you mainly use BSCW?
Which functions of BSCW did you find most useful for these tasks?

Usability

At the beginning of the academic year you had to work through the BSCW tutorial. Was this exercise: (click only one)

- [ ] Very Easy
- [ ] Quite Easy
- [ ] Average
- [ ] Quite Difficult
- [ ] Very Difficult

Please enter any comments you may have regarding the tutorial

How would you rate general usability of BSCW? (please click only one)

- [ ] Very Easy
- [ ] Quite Easy
- [ ] Average
- [ ] Quite Difficult
- [ ] Very Difficult

Please enter any comments you may have regarding the usability of BSCW

Were there any other issues or difficulties in the functioning of the BSCW?
Human Aspect

In the following section, please select either yes or no for each question.

Do you:
- require more mental effort to complete tasks using the software?
- need to invest a lot of time and effort learning the system?
- understand all (or most) of the system's functions?
- feel satisfied with the system?
- feel you have control when dealing with the system?
- find the system attractive and exciting to use?
- find the software compatible with your work environment?
- use the software frequently?

FORM SUBMISSION

Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions.

Written by: Sarah.Drummond@durham.ac.uk, last updated 16/3/1998.